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History of Wl(U® 
On March 21, 1906 the Kentucky General Assembly 
approved legislation to establish two teacher training 
institutions, or "normal schools," in the state. A locating 
commission chose Bowling Green to be the site of 
one, and the Western Kentucky State Normal School 
was created. 
The new state-supported school took over the building 
and student body of the privately owned Southern 
Normal School. The owner of the Southern Normal 
School, Henry Hardin Cherry, had been actively 
involved in the campaign to establish teacher training 
schools and became the first president. Classes began 
on January 22, 1907. 
On February 4, 1911 the school moved to its present site 
on "the Hill," approxjmately 1.25 feet above downtown 
Bowling Green and formerly the site of The Pleasant 
J. Potter College. Over the next decade, the curriculum 
focused on teacher training and certification. Students 
received practical experience at the Training School, 
and a model one-room Rural School was opened 
on campus in 1924. In 1922 the state renamed the 
institution Western Kentucky State Normal School and 
Teachers College and authorized it to grant four-year 
degrees. The first such degrees were awarded in 1924. 
The campus expanded in 1927, when it merged with 
Ogden College, a private young men's school located 
on the east side of the Hill. The name was shortened 
to Western Kentucky State Teachers College in 1930, 
and the following year the master of arts degree was 
first offered. President Cherry died in 1937 and was 
succeeded by Dr. Paul Garrett. 
As the College's mission broadened, its name was 
shortened in 1948 to Western Kentucky State College. 
Dr. Garrett died in 1955, and Kelly Thompson became 
the third president. In the early 1960's, Dr. John D. 
Minton became the first graduate dean. 
Under Thompson, both the curriculum and the campus 
underwent major reorganization and expansion. In 
June 1963, the College merged with the Bowling Green 
College of Commerce, formerly the Bowling Green 
Business University. Along with the Graduate School, 
the Bowling Green College of Commerce became a 
separate college within the administrative structure. 
In 1965, the Board of Regents approved the formation 
of three more colleges: the Potter College of Liberal 
Arts, the College of Education, and the Ogden College of 
Science and Technology. 
On June 16, 1966, Western Kentucky State College 
became Western Kentucky University. The University's 
colleges are now: 
• College of Education and Behavioral Sciences 
• Ogden College of Science and Engineering 
• Potter College of Arts & Letters 
• College of Health and Human Services 
• Gordon Ford College of Business 
Since 1969, Dero G. Downing, John D. Minton, Donald 
W. Zacharias, Kern Alexander, Thomas C. Meredith, and 
Gary A. Ransdell have served as WKU's presidents. Our 
current president, Timothy C. Caboni, began his tenure 
as president July 1, 2017. 
More than a century of growth has made WKU a 
respected center of learning where qualified students 
may receive general and specialized higher education 
at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Our 
undergraduate curriculum offers seven baccalaureate 
degrees through 94 majors, in addition to four associate 
degree programs and 31 certificate programs. The 
Graduate School at WKU offers graduate education 
in 91 degree and certificate programs. Today, the 
university proudly serves the educational needs of 
17,518 students from Kentucky, all 49 other states and 
59 foreign countries. 





Originally used as a weapon during the Middle Ages, a mace was 
carried to protect a ruler. Eventually this scepter-like instrument 
became an emblem of authority and became popular for 
ceremonial purposes. Maces are now carried at the beginning of 
academic processions at many universities throughout the world, 
representing each institution's authority to confer degrees. 
Western Kentucky University's Mace contains several elements that 
are symbolic of WKU's history. Hand-carved from Kentucky cherry, 
the top portion of the Mace is a representation of the lantern on 
the dome of Cherry Hall and is a tribute to our founder, Dr. Henry 
Hardin Cherry. The University Seal contains the University's motto, 
and carved bands around the shaft include significant dates in the 
evolution of the institution. Gems embedded in the lower portion 
of the Mace represent the colors of the academic disciplines offered 
by the University. The round ball at the base is symbolic of WKU's 
alumni around the globe. 
The Mace, carried by the University's most senior faculty member, 
was dedicated to the University on May 7, 1998 during the 
Inaugural Week activities for President Gary A. Ransdell. It was 
designed by John Warren Oakes and was crafted by Terry Leeper 
and Frank Pittman. 
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THE UNIVERSITY SEAL 
The University Seal features our treasured 
motto "The Spirit Makes the Master" and 
our ideal defined by Dr. Henry Hardin 
Cherry as "Life, More Life." First adopted 
by Dr. Cherry in 1911, the Seal evolved as 
the institution grew to university status. 
WKU's President Emeritus, Dr . Kelly 
Thompson, gave leadership to designing 
the present version of the Seal, which was 
approved by President Paul Garrett and 
first used in 1948. It was altered in 1966 
to include the appropriate wording when 
university status was attained. 
THE PRESIDENT'S MEDALLION 
Medallions, as worn in higher education, 
represen t the evolution of a practice 
arising in the Middle Ages and the very 
early beginnings of universities in the 
Western World. The Medallion identifies 
the wearer as the designated leader of 
the university. Representing both the 
authority and the responsibility of the 
person who wears it, the Medallion is 
worn by the president of the university 
at formal academic occasions. The face of 
the sterling silver medallion is a replica 
of the seal of the university. 
GONFALONS 
Another symbol used in commencement 
ceremonies is the academic banner, or 
gonfalon. A gonfalon is a flag or banner 
that hangs from a crosspiece or frame and 
originated in the medieval states of Italy 
as an ensign of state or office. 
Gonfalons are used in the commencement 
ceremony to designate the university's 
various colleges and academic units. The 
university seal is prominently displayed 
on each gonfalon. 
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Recognition of Academic Achievement 
Undergraduate students who maintain outstanding 
scholastic achievement are recognized at 
commencement according to the following designations 
and are indicated in this commencement program 
with the respective symbols. Determination of the 
honor status was based upon the academic record in 
existence at the beginning of the 2019 spring semester. 
The final determination of those who actually receive 
this recognition is made at the conclusion of the term in 
which degree requirements are met. 
Degree candidates who are potential honors 
recipients wear red and white honor cords during the 
commencement ceremony. Further recognition of those 
who actually receive this recognition is made on the 
diploma and transcript at the conclusion of the term in 
which all degree requirements are met. 
With Distinction - The honor given to students who 
have completed their associate degrees with cumulative 
overall and cumulative WKU grade point averages of 
3.40 - 3.69 and a minimum of 27 semester hours earned 
in residence(+). 
With High Distinction - The honor given to students who 
have completed their associate degrees with cumulative 
overall and cumulative WKU grade point averages of 
3. 70 - 4.00 and a minimum of 27 semester hours earned 
in residence ( ++ ). 
Cum Laude - The honor given to students who have 
completed their baccalaureate studies with cumulative 
overall and cumulative WKU grade point averages of 
3.40 - 3.59 and a minimum of 45 semester hours earned 
in residence (*). 
Magna Cum Laude - The honor given to students who 
have completed their baccalaureate studies with 
cumulative overall and cumulative WKU grade point 
averages of 3.60 - 3.79 and a minimum of 45 semester 
hours earned in residence (**). 
Summa Cum Laude - The honor given to students 
who have completed their baccalaureate studies with 
cumulative overall and cumulative WKU grade point 
averages of 3.80 - 4.00 and a minimum of 45 semester 
hours earned in residence (,.,.*). 
Mahurin Honors College Graduates - The Mahurin 
Honors College requires students to complete a unique 
set of enhanced coursework while maintaining at least a 
3.2 grade point average. Students completing a minimum 
of 33 semester hours and a Capstone Experience/Thesis 
Project are designated "Honors College Graduates," 
those completing 33 hours are designated "Honors 
Program Graduates," and those completing 18 hours 
in their discipline are designated "Honors in the 
Major Graduates." Students at all three designations 
are authorized to wear a gold medallion during the 
ceremony and are designated by the(■) symbol in the 
commencement program. 
The Scholar of the College is the baccalaureate degree 
student in each undergraduate college with the highest 
cumulative overall grade point average and a minimum 
of 60 semester hours earned in residence. 
The Ogden Foundation Scholar Award is presented to 
one graduating baccalaureate degree senior who has 
demonstrated exceptional academic achievement 
and outstanding university and civic engagement. 
The student with the highest grade point average in 
each college who earned at least 60 hours in residence 
was invited to apply for the award. The recipient will 
receive a plaque and a monetary award. The recipient is 
designated by ( ♦ ). 
Graduate faculty in each college nominate and select an 
Outstanding Graduate Student representing each of the 
six academic colleges. The recipient in each college is 
designated by ( • ). 
The John D. Minton Graduate Student Award for 
Outstanding Contributions to WKU recognizes a 
graduate student who has demonstrated an extension 
and application of discipline knowledge within and 
beyond the University. This award reflects the broader 
dimensions of scholarship as outlined by Ernest Boyer: 
discovery, integration, application, and teaching. John 
D. Minton demonstrated outstanding scholarship by 
serving as a WKU Professor of History, the first Graduate 
Dean, Vice President, and President. The recipient is 
designated by ( ... ). 
Candidates for Degrees: The list of candidates for graduation was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not 
constitute evidence of graduation. The list ing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication rhar rhe person will in fact receive 
a degree from Western Kentucky University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student's name from this list does not necessarily 
mean that the person will not be awarded a degree. The students whose names appear below made formal application for graduation by the date 
specified in the academic calendar. 
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Order of Exercises 
Satu rday, May 1, 2021 I 10 a .m. and 6 p.m . 
Topper Walk 
Procession into L.T. Smith Stadium, Introductions 
Graduates, Faculty, and Platform Party 
Welcome 
President Timothy C. Caboni 
Presentation of Colors 
WKU Army ROTC 
National Anthem 
Ms. Haley M. Cuzick, Music Education Major, Graduating Senior 
Ms. Claire E. Smith, Vocal Performance Major, Graduating Senior 
Address 
President Timothy C. Caboni 
Student Government Association Address 
Mr. Garrett Edmonds 
Recognition of Honor Graduates and Award Recipients 
Provost Cheryl Stevens 
U.S. Army Oath of Commission 
Major Mike Boos and LTC Morgan Greene 
Presentation of Degree Candidates 
President Timothy C. Caboni and Deans 
Conferral of Degrees 
Mr. Frederick A. Higdon 
Graduate Recognition 
Greetings frotn Alumni Association 
Mr. Joe Morel 
Closing Remarks 
President Timothy C. Caboni 
Fight Song 
Business Economics Allie R. Perkins* Alec Brothers* Isaac). Hyman* 
Thomas S. Bevington"'** Andrew S. Pierce Sarah N. Brown** Richard G. Jack 
Gordon Ford College of Business 
Joshua R. Biggs■** Michael L. Potter Cody T. Bryant Kameron J. Jackson 
Hannah A. Butler** Eli S. Reeves Tristan C. Buck Kasey L. Jarrell 
Maxwell R. Colburn Derek M. Rogers* Kaitelynn A. Burns-Kirby"' Hun_ter R. Jewett 
Dr. Christopher Shook, Dean Jonathon C. Garnett* Hope M. Rowlett"** Jalen M. Burrell-Madden Brandon J. Johnson* 
Daniel J. Hardesty Ethan J. Slate** Cole A. Carlson*** Tanner A. Johnson** 
Elizabeth A. Hardy* Logan J. Snyder Logan B. Carter Ethan J. Jordan 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY Tanner D. Clark Darren W. Griswell Alea N. Luckett• ** Jasmine I. McCleary** Daniel A. Turner Trey L. Christensen* Pierce J. Kelly 
Accountancy Andrew C. Cobb James M. Hyde, Ill Jocelyn A. McGehee• *** Courtney M. Morgan• *** Mason K. Vinyard Olivia R. Clark Spencer T. Kerley 
David W. Burke Zachary A. Cook Matthew M. Legendre Landry T. McKinney Garrett M. Wellemeyer Savannah B. Waffird** Anna Colakovic Josh M. Kimbler 
James B. Camp, II Mark M. Corpolongo Caleb S. Meador Ryan S. Mead*** Stephen M. Wheatley Leslie S. Cole Taylor F. Kirsch 
Jordan D. Clark Morgan P. Davenport Matthew L. Oney Christina M. Montgomery*** Entrepreneurship Kelsey D. Wethington Logan C. Cooper Jackson T. Kline 
Jordan T. Constant Teri£. Doss Nathan L. Randolph*• Kaleb J. Morgan*** Emily W. Drexler Aaron Whelan Peyton N. Coots Taylor N. Koors 
Whitney N. Groce Carson T. Evans Saul G. Sandefur Elma Music Kantarevic** Griffin L. Elkins*"' Andrew D. Wilson Blake A. Corbett Casey E. Lane 
Alexis M. Herman Ryan S. Gann Oliver H. Talmadge■*** Xuan T. Ngo*** Janelle N. Gilmer Claire A. Wilson Taylor N. Davis** Dalton T. Lewis 
Morgan T. McElroy Travis L. Gillum Claire A. Wilson Thang Q. Nguyen Cody S. Hartness Zachary R. Wooten** Tanner S. Dawson Elizabeth J. Lewis• 
Madison L. Milam Brandon A. Harris Liam E. Wilson** Noah A. Pike* Paige L. Houchens Jacob S. Young* Shaina L. Oekalai;tds* Rebekah H. Lim 
Christina M . Montgomery Preston D. Hardison Emma K. Rice** Chase E. Small Rawan A. Al Dhahin Virginia M. Logsdon 
Xuan T. Ngo Alicia G. Haynes BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Katherine M. Rivas Jackson T. Stanek International Business Bailey C. Edwards Justin C. Lowry 
Sarah E. Pemberton Adam A. Hecht Accounting Raina L. Rodriguez*** Scott L. Wright* Zahrah A. Alasiri*"' Kimberly B. Edwards Megan E. Lueken* 
Raina L. Rodriguez Hannah G. Hemp Patrick R. Allender* Sara B. Robertson** Candice R.,Cook• Casey L. Edwards Ryan L. Mahon 
Sydney L. Schaad Jacob W. Hood Dominique Anzuruni Daniel Rodriguez Finance Taylor J. Cuthbertson*** Elizabeth G. Fackler* Alysa M . Marple 
Morgan E. Skaggs Stephen N. Humphries Kaylee S. Basham*** Hernandez* Andrea R. Arnold* Murphy£. Faller Matthew C. Fenton Peyton S. Martin*** 
Allyson E. Taylor Dylan Q. Jones Kelsi M . Brierly• *** Austin Z. Schneller** Lisa s. Austin Anthony u. Itzol Clyde M. Francis, IV* Erica L. McCandless 
Leslie E. Jones Richie A. Carter Lydia E. Suh Desmond M. Barnett Ashley L. Leonard• *** Joshua T. Francis Bradley T. McCandless 
MASTER OF ARTS Riley K. Jones Drew T. Childress Kimber N. Sutton*** Tanner D. Bates* Sydney M. Remmers** Karla J. Frausto Brooke E. McEldowney 
Applied Economics Jon R. Lawler Madison R. Clark Edward J. Swiney*** Alejandro Borrego Brooke P. Riley* Ashley B. Fulkerson Sean H. McE!wain* 
Caleb 0. Bergamini Julie M. Matijasic Daniel C. Collins* Brittany M. Thomas Hernandez Hope E. Shepardson Chris T. Galbraith Sarah E. Meyers** 
Margaret M. Chaplin Craig G. Mauss Ty M . Colson Lloydandrei R. Vidal*** Nicholas C. Brock** Haley J. Torrence Lauren N. Gandy*" Michael J. Miles 
Benjamin T. Davis, Jr. Anna R. McAvoy William J. Conley• William M. Wheeler Zachary T. Chavez Alexis c. Ware Emma R. Ghaderi Charles A. Miller 
Joseph F. Fragnoli, Jr. Abigail M. Milliken Robert C. Crawford** Ian P. White*** Laurie G. Cortner*** Emma S. Warnecke*** Zachary J. Gibbs Preston R. Miller*** 
Caitlin N. Gatewood Teron C. Mitchell Sara E. Creech*•* Cameron G. Whitehouse* Logan T. Daily Savannah E. Wilson* Justin J. Gi lich Madilyn N. Miller*"'* 
Samuel K. Higginbotham Houston H. Natcher Jordan M. Cummings■*** David L. Williamson*** Michaela M. Dennis Frank Zheng• *** Hannah R. Gill"* Michael S. Mills 
William B. Lawson Randy J. Nie lsen Anthony M. Delk Logan R. Wilson Nadia M. Dieudonne Emily C. Gillim Dallas M. Mitchell 
David K. Merdian Ethan C. Porter Quinton T. Dorris* Noah C. Wilson*** Elijah W. Doss Management Brandy Goldstein* Blaine C. Mitchell 
Shane Poe Lynda E. Ratliff Luke P. Dowell Roger D. Wyatt Vincent C. Duncan, II** Katherine E. Adams"'** Aaron P. Graybeal*** Chelsea A. Morris 
Jordan E. Poteet Robert A. Reynolds Thomas D. Emberton, Ill Frank Zheng• *** Mason L. Edlin* Abdallah AI-Mukhaini Cory M. Griffith Hsar G. Mu 
Lane C. Simpson Sarah L Rigdon Jermont R. Evans, Jr. Eldar Feyzulov Hamad M. Alfaris Callie L. Hagman Daniel S. Mullins, Jr. 
Charles E. Smith James R. Rimington Zachary T. Franklin Business Data Analytics Zachary T. Fountain Meshal S. Alqahtani Haydon T. Hale Bryce R. Nichols 
Haley M. Webb Gabrielle L. Saalfeld Lauren N. Gandy** Ethan A. Brody Katherine S. Gall Ali A. Alqah tani Rachel E. Hampton* Gabrielle R. Parroco 
Nicholas T. Simon Vanessa N. Gornik*** Spencer C. Burt Dylan j . Gilkey Anna M. Applegate*** Dawson J. Hancock Winnie C. Parsons• 
MASTER OF BUSINESS Davis M. Sims Rachel E. Gumbel■** Austin E. Christ Meridith G. Griffin Levi C. Arn* Allison M. Hane** Dhruva! H. Patel 
ADMINISTRATION Bianca C. Soma Tess P. Hatton*** Henry B. Delozier** Andrew J. Hardin Dana Avery*** Emily E. Hanson Alexis R. Pendleton 
Business Administration Paige A. Stein Gabriel D. Hitz*** Jack R. Doligale Aairiona K. Hayden-Ransom Allyson M. Barrett Jeana M. Harper Machala L. Perk.ins 
Landon T. Arnett Patrick Steller Ben J. Howard** Drake A. Gillispie Zachary T. Haynes* Deborah G. Barrow** Emma H. Harwood** Tristan S. Pils 
Justin M. Arnold Bailey A. Sutton Tyler J. Huber** Andrew C. Harrod** Garrett M. Helm Brenna J. Basham* Nathan C. Hawkinson Alec K. Poehlein 
Bryan Aviles Christian R. Tooley Samantha E. Johnson Nicholas A. Heaton Christopher L. Jones Kauamailani Beattie Dawson W. Hennessey••* Sherry R. Porter 
Kelsey M. Belcher Bryan M. Tordoff Karter A. Jones* Allison F. Hobbs** Monica D. Ledbetter** Anne M. Bender• Salma J. Hernandez Gabrielle A. Priddy 
Casey R. Birge Gerrit Van Ommering Denny Juric Mary S. Joiner*** Garrett E. Leet*** Thomas L. Bennett Haley L. Hines Cameron L. Raaf 
Claire E. Blackmon Dakota Ward Kate N. Kaetzel"'** Samantha R. Lee*** Zachary T. Maguet* Bradley R. Benton Payton M. Hite** Justin C. Ratliff 
Logan D. Boling Presley B. Kendall** Cla_yton D. Lilla• ** Leah A. Martens*** MaKayla B. Bla ir Davis B. Holder. llI Hailey B. Ray 
Daniel K. Brittain BACHELOR OF ARTS Abigail L. King■*** Andrew R. Manwell Cole J. Martin** John R. Blair* Brennan W. Horn Jared C. Ray* 
Dylan D. Brown • Economics Zackary H. Knew** Noah D. McGovern Tiera J. McDermott Bryce L. Blue Presley R. Houchens Sydney J. Reed 
Jake T. Brown Al-Harith S. Al-Gheilani Kadie N. Lee** Sadin Palavra* William M. Moody Angel l. Bonil.la Austin L. Hughes Michael T. Reiter 
William G. Brown, IV Jacob M. Giannelli Samuel R. Lee* Emily R. Thomas* Nolan P. Moore Shelby M. Boone Karin R. Humphries Nina Renfrow 
Andrew Cassady Zora S. Gordon• * Cody A. Lockhart David L. Williamson*** Seth P. Newby■*** Kimberly R. Brooks Daniel G. Hunter Emma K. Reynolds 
William C. Chirinos 
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Jon-Thomas C. Rich* 
Tayler R. Richardson 
Ty M . Robinson*** 
Kaylee D. Rohleder 
Kaylee E. Russelburg 
Richard P. Ryan** 
Bartavious Salter 
Sophia M. Schmitt 
Claire A. Schneider 
Almedin Sivro** 
William R. Slaughter 
Kelsey D. Smith 
Sergio Beltran Sosa 
Cara A. Stranger* 
Jonathan D. Sumner*** 
Daniel J. Teets 
Madison P. Terrell* 
Mallory Q. Thomas 
William H. Thompson 
Lori L. Tolliver* 
Carleigh M. Troutman 
Ha nna h N. Viens** 
John M. Whelan 
Emily E. Whitney 
Brett J. Wicklund** 
Alec E. Wilks 
Cassie E. Wilson 
Joseph D. Woods 
Charles J. Young 
Marketing 
Ben G. Agnelli 
Badr M . Alsharef 
Chand.lor J. Asbury 
Amanda R. Bailey 
Hope D. Bednarczyk** 
Makenzie R. Belcher 
Margaret L. Booth* 
Lauren M. Boyster 
Gavin C. Burd*** 
Ja hari H. Burnett 
Jake A. Bush 
Lauren M . Catlett 
Paxron Charles 
Jack M. Childress 
Haley E. Cooper*** 
Danielle M. Coyle** 
Steven W. Cropper** 
Leah V. Cummings** 
Brandon J. Currie 
Adam A. Dawson 
Joseph C. Dilliha 
Nina C. Dobbs** 
Erin R. Donelson 
Simon P. Epting 
Zachary L. Ernst 
Mohamed r. Farzan 
Eliza T. Finn** 
Connor P. Frederick 
Keelye S. Gaither 
Luke J. Gattis*** 
Charleigh A. Greene* 
Steven D. Grider* 
Faith S. Hall 
Haley N. Hawkins** 
Matthew L. Hinton 
Simone M. Hintz*** 
Jeffery T. Honaker** 
Willia m L. Hood 
Erin N. Horton 
Ethan Hum 
Jacob S. Jenkins 
Lori A. Jenkins• *** 
Mallory N. Jent** 
Alexander L. Kahn 
Baxter W. Kase 
Jacob A. Kates 
Madaline G. Keeling 
Tyler S. Kirby*** 
Lexia F. Knight 
Cole M. Lamborne 
Kanaan J. Lightsy 
Jessica N. Love 
Alexa I. Loy* 
Kyler A. Mace* 
Henry W. Mankowski* 
Nataia A. Martin 
Keelie L. Martin** 
Zachery T. McClain 
Taylor-Grace Mingo 
Courtney M. Morgan• *** 
Austin A. Mourad* 
Seth A. Neimeier 
Kasey J. N euer*** 
MacKenzie K. Nicholson 
Georgia A. Nuckols 
Grayson 0. Pantall 
Leila Y. Parish 
Alyssa L. Paroda 
Mya M. Peoples 
Karlyn R. Prowell 
Jacob C. Rawlings 
Haley E. Rice 
Taylor L. Roberts** 
Juan Zamora Rodriguez 
Mikael A. Rodriguez 
Joachim F. Rohling 
Jacob Sander 
Nicholas L. Sanford 
Allanah A. Slagle 
Thomas C. Smith 
Jordan M. Smith 
Sawyer L. Spainhoward 
Colton B. Spencer 
Kaitlyn A. Spencer 
Natal ie A Stagoski*** 
Kyah N. Stewart* 
J insey Z. Stinson*** 
Tyler C. Swindell 
Victoria M. Taglialavore*** 
Dakota L. Thomas 
Tori R. Thompson 
William L. Tichenor** 
Emily E. Tinsley■'"** 
Sarah E. Tipton• • 
George P. Tribble 
Shelby L. Turley 
Emily Vaught 
Joshua A. Vincent 
Karsyn A. Walling 
Jackson M. Washer 
Bailey C. Webb 
Tristan S. Wheeler 
Hannah J. White* 
Michael P. Wilson 
Christy E. Winn 
Evorian L. Wright 
Mathematical Economics 
Kate M. Bowley*** 
Samuel T. Chang*** 
Benjamin T. Davis, Jr.■*** 
Ja red C. Downey 
Kayley D. Florea* 
Ellen E. Goble 
Simon Q. Heirnbrock*** 
Miles T. Johnson• *** 
Meagan N. Jones 
WiJJ A. Marsh"** 
Kelsie T. Meade*** 
Abigail E. Miles 
Jared S. Parker• **" 
Nathan A. Rummel• *** 
Ashley L. Salmon ♦*** 
Kyler G. Shaw 
Peyton H. Sheehan*** 
Benjamin K. Smith 
Haley M. Webb**" 
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Potter College of Arts & Letters 
Dr. Lawrence Snyder, Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS Kathryn Hunt Katelyn L. Priest"'** Gregory J. Gross** 
Criminology Cortney J. Moses Karlyn R. Prowell Jazzlin L. Hamilton"'* 
Samantha r . Bracken Mpho C. Motseki Hannah J. Reed** Matthew J. Hargrove* 
Kecia Dolberry Terr i R. Purdy Sabre A. Semrau• *** Samuel D. Hayden 
Thomas E. Eisenbraun Jordan T. Steakin Remy M. Smith Elizabeth K. Hitch 
Lada K. Gasparac Katie M. Vandeberg Katlin T. Smith"'* Sydney K. Johnson* 
Christina L. Hicks Shelby D. Smith"'* Ashton M . Jones• *** 
Tiffany M. Smith MASTER OF FINE ARTS Autumn M. Smith*** Gabrielle M. Krumpelman*** 
Creative Writing Emma K. Spainhoward** Emily B. Leslie*"'* 
English Hector Dominguez Summer E. Steh,T\eier Andrew W. McDermott 
Amy M . Lindsey Katherine E. Hamblen Cassidy R. Townsend■*** Elizabeth C. Medley■*** 
Keeley N. Rather Megan E. Hutchinson Eric Vazquez*** Brooke E. Nichols 
Morgan S. Stevens Kaylee M. Willgruber*** Kaycee L. Ogg** 
Samantha F. Williams MASTER Of MUSIC Milagros C. Pazmino Pastor 
William J. Williford Music Anthropology Alec R. Paugh* 
Kelsey G. Dunn Zachary T. Burns Chr istopher A. Phipps 
Folk Studies Jessica N. Graves Heather A. Hartlage* Morgan P. Reagle* 
Camille M. Acosta Kristen L Hicks Jordan L. Mansfield Haley N. Roedder* 
Georgia E. Dassler • Teresa A. Jarboe Jalissa Novotney Jillian G. Ryan** 
Azadeh Najafian Cameron T. Richards Corbin E. Pike Miles L. Schroader** 
Rebekah Soued James R. Skaggs El'Agance N. Shemwell 
History Savannah M. Smith* Zachary R. Stewart 
Alec W. Boyd-Devine MASTER OF PUBLIC Lauren A. Tashjian*** 
Steven J. Huffman ADMINISTRATION Arabic Eric Vazquez*** 
Caleb L Tisher Public Administration Evan T. Kessler** Grace E. Wallace*** 
Mary G. Adams Luke T. Manning*** Casey M. Warner** 
Organizational Esther A. Amoah Ali Al-Najjar Chase M. Waters* 
Communication Amy Helton Emily E. Pena* Douglas E. Wells 
Emily J. Adkins William C. Henderson, IV Brooke P. Riley* IH:GRLL AWARDED POSTIIUMOUS1-V 
Lydia C. Bowlds Crista C. Johnson Sharlceta I. Williams 
Natalie N. Ellis Ian A. Milden Art History 
Alyssa B. Hager Skyler D. Stewart Codey L. Lewis Chinese 
Julia M. Huffman Alexander J. Banaszak• ** 
Yates Clinton Lewis BACHELOR OF ARTS Asian Religions Austin D. Barnes• ** 
Kimber S. Mor r is Advertising And Cultures Jacob G. Bowen• **• 
Rachel D. Paris Charles G. Ballard Bradley S. Orr• * Nhi H. Bui** 
Kayla B. Robinson Joseph B. Carter*** My I. Bui** 
Rachel N. Durbin* Broadcasting Phoenix A. Gray*** 
Sociology Jessica M. Huffman Aaliyah Z. Barnes Ronald K. Griffin, Ul• * 
Crystal G. Belcher Kameron T. Jackson Christopher C. Beasmore** Lillian K. ITamm• *** 
Molly A. Latham Carlie A. Jefferies* Brandi A. Beckham Victoria L. Hans■*** 
Mandolynn A. McClusky Kimberly S. Jefferson** Evan M. Behrend Joneka D. McDowell 
Donald E. Snider, Jr . Dan iel Garcia Lopez Spencer J. Campbell* Courtney M. Morgan• *** 
Jacklyn D. Travis Amber E. Madison*** Laurel M. Deppen** Michael T. Morton 
Rylee M. McKee*** Connor P. Dhonau* Jacob A. Raymond• 
Social Responsibility and Ally R. Mefford Claire J. Dugan Ryan A. Richardson■** 
Sustainable Communities Brittany E. Morrison* Adam T. Eaton*** Carleigh E. Souders** 
Sara A. Bowman Ashley M. Oehler** Calen R. Gill Jessica M. Williams• *** 
Angelica J. Boyd-Devine Amand a D'. Parker* Makala J. Grant 
Kelly Hinkle Hallie J. Presley* Riley I. Greif*** 
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Communication Studies Criminology Dance English For Secondary McKayla J. Powers** Paralegal Studies Olivia J. Murphy■** Valery H. Stegall 
Torke Aljohani Turki S. Al-Ghaithi*** Taylor M. Boulier• ** Teachers Ethan C. Reynolds Taja S. Brown Austin H. Norvell** Hannah M. Turner** 
Grace A. Altwies Saad M. Albaqamj Callie L. Condiff Ann-Meguiar Bouldin• *** Jeremy Shultz*** Lexa E. Daugherty Elizabeth G. Peterson• •• Kallyn G. Weingart*** 
Dylan S. Anderson Madison K. Alexander*** !leather A. Hartlage* Morgan L. Crabtree** Tristan J. Szymanski• * Madeline C. Keeling** Jean-Etta C. Rice Trevor). Wheeker 
Savannah H. Anderson Angelo J. Armagno Kathleen A. Lane Anna M. Eaton* Emma L. Ward■*** Hannah N. Larin Ryan A. Richardson• ** 
Elijah T. Ballou Carla D. Baker Abigail M. Palmiter* Lillian N. Golden*** Dakota M. Watkins* Haley R. Logsdon Kaleb W. Satterly Social Studies 
Avery N. Caldwell Eric w. Barry Bernadette L. Turnage* Sarah C. Lyons*** Tammy S. Wheeley• Alissa A. Reese Haley A. Shambaugh*** Jacob J. Amettis** 
Justin D. Carlin Cody W. Begley Mackenzie G. Weber*** Hunter J. McCarty Olivia G. Wilson** Faith M. Smith** Cecil L. Snow Tory A. Bowling** 
Andrew R. Clark Madeline A. Bowlds Eleanor K. Reid Chloe N. Young* Taylor B. Thurman Cora-Lynn Freiin von James A. Boyd* 
Rebecca E. Cleven Alysa M. Burke Diversity & Annie M. Schlosser* Philosophy Dungern** Cameron M. Brown• 
Emily C. De Rosa** Lindsey A. Cook Community Studies Lauren M. Sheppard• *** Honors Self-Designed Allyson L. Copeland• *** Joshua C. Zaczek• *** Alisha N. Couarm*** 
Zavier S. Dinwiddie Taylor L. Crane Kelley A. Holland** Brooke M. Stivers Studies Sean P. Hull* Max H. Zambrano** Collin L. Dobbs 
Ashley L. Duckworth Destinee R. Daugherty*** Tahjena M. Muldrow Joseph-Evan C. Venable*** Jessica M. Williams■*** Lyla M . Turner** William H. Ferriell** 
Gram J. Durbin*** Ayiana Day** Sabre A. Semrau• *** Emma S. Warnecke*** Popular Culture Studies Dylan L. Gregory* 
Emily M. Gipson Caitlin M. Delph* Film Interna tional Affa irs David T. Creek Chase A. Lake 
Andrea S. Hlbbitt Brennan T. Eckart English Kenan D. Buchanan* Hannah L. Bushon Photojournalism Avery C. Hardy Matthew J. Lapina* 
Megan A. Kelly Cameron L. Edwards* Olivia C. Allen• ••• Kelsey C. Carwile*** Ashleigh P. Cleary■*** Autumn E. Alexander Georgia A. Nuckols Donald P. Reddington, lll 
Joanah B. Loomer• Mackenzie A. Elkins** Brooklyn A. Barritt Hudson A. Curry** Claire A. Contri** Grace E. Armes Makayla R. Sampson••• 
' 
Elizabeth C. Lyons• •• Ashlynn R. Evans James A. Bell Hannah M. Fitzpatrick* Isabel R. Eliassen• *** Ivelliam K. Ceballo Public Rela t ions Clark R. Settle• •• 
Roland D. Gil Pupo John D. Fay Garrett D. Bunch** John T. Harrell, TI Allen D. Engle, Jr.* Joeleen Y. Hubbard Briley M. Barks Austin J. Sims 
Brianna D. Rodgers Michael T. Gentry** Madelyn E. Chambers*** Austin M. Kinder Sofia Kamali* Christopher A. Kahley Alexandra L. Cornwell Bryce M. Utterback 
Alora B. Snodgrass• Chase A. Gillespie Elise N. Chaplin Christopher A. Lambert** Jessica A. Kiehnau• Winston R. Mattison*** Nicholas W. Fuller Nicolas R. warder* 
' 
Lauren w. Talley Jacob R. Gonzales* Jon J. Collins Moll ie A. McDonald** Ashley L. Leonard• *** Robert A. Maxwell Hannah D. Gray*** Kaitlynn G. Wheeler 
Abigail C. West Ethan B. Gordon** Bailey A. Cooke** Thomas L. McIntosh* Bradley S. Orr• • Rhyne E. Newton• ** Mary K. Harder Brian K. Wilhs, Jr. 
Hunter B. Hatfield* Ella C. Corder**• Javier A. Lopez Monteagudo* Carlos E. Vazquez Perez Caroline L. Prichard Rebekah L. Harper** Jared E. \•Vilson 
Corporate and Kiana J. Hearn Blair E. Correll** Joel A. Priegnitz Marah A. Qasem Chloe B. Skeese Kenna N. Haywood*** 
Organizational Suzie R. Hein Kaylen N. Delph** Anna C. Raker** Brigid L. Stakelum• Emma C. Steele Ellie K. Johns• Sociology 
Communication Aylette B. Hutsell, IV Katie R. Doll*** Patrick W. Schmitt Lily E. Thompson• * Brennan H. Jones Lyric L. Adams 
Abigail M. Baker*** Whitney Hutson Susianne E. Eaker Megan C. Ward** Journalism Hannah D. Vanover* Sydney N. Jones• *** Candance S. Adams* 
Anna R. Booher Elma Jasarevic** Cameron L. Fontes• *** Dallas S. Wilson Kenneth H. Barlow• ••• Brian A. Kehne Kari A. Barron 
Keaton E. Borgeson Amanda M. Jones** Emily T. Garnett Nicole E. Christensen*** Political Science Marycarol K. Kuhn Benjamin M. Bauer 
Chingyi A. Chan• **• Sydney B. Leanhart*** Taylor A. Heath French Jacob B. Dressman•• Harper B. Anderson*** Sarah L. Leger** Amanda N. Beavin• *** 
Caroline J. Conger** Lauren 0 . Lee Savannah R. Herron Lawrence A. Alice Lauren C. High Joshua B. Barnes Isabella G. McCall*"' Victoria L. Clark 
Claire C. Dale Victoria J. Lucas Rachel A. Hunter• ••• Cameron L. Fontes• •** Annalee C. Hubbs• **• Matthew J. Barr Emory K. McClard Carmen M. Conner 
Mitchell Diller Conner A. Mccourt Alexandra S. Hutterer Sarah E. Kennedy• •• Kath leen LePera Joseph R. Benningfield Leandra S. Meredith Lexi D. Cook 
Jalen E. Dochee' Tyreka V. McNary Destinie M. Johnson James T. Mansfield Deiona M. Camargo• Megan N. Mil ler Brandan A. Davis 
Alan J. Getz Alison G. Meehan Sophie£. Jones** History McKenna J. Mitchell** Angel L. Campbell Noah P. Moore• *** Pamela L. Deaderick 
William M. Harris*** Haley J. Miles Glynnis 8. Jones**" Patrick R. Allender• Tracy L. Scott Luke T. Castle Mary M. Murphy*** Michael Durham 
Emma G. Henry** Katelyn L. Miller Wesley S. Jordan Ethan A. Berg■*** Nicholas W. Stone Claudia H. Cole Libby Nave Jordan C. Gardner 
Maggy E. Hite Bailey E. Morgan Josie E. Keeley* Jesse K. Britt** Eleanor R. Tolbert*** Derek 0. Collins*** Corey H. Newsome Samantha J. Haycraft*** 
Logan G. Hornback• *"'* Brian K. Peay Cloie E. Lowe• Kyle R. Brown Spencer D. Wells Grant T. Denbaugh Bailey C. Percifield** Kevyn E. Heckler 
Kimberly M. Isbell Jonah S. Pillion* Michaela A. Moore Amber N. Burdine William M. Dixon Taylor M. Phillips Alexis H. Hutcheson 
£Ilise L. Jaggers Julie t N. Pohlmann Lucas/\. Moore Daniel B. Candee• *** Music (Liberal Arts) Nicholas J. Dornoff** Bailey J. Shaluta Kevonne E. King 
Blake A. Kaiser Nyla M. Rogers Brandon K. Peters Ainsley C. Chism•• Eric T. Bigler James G. Edmonds Jarrett C. Simpson• Jisenia M. Lathan-Robinson 
Amanda Langford• •• Dalton C. Sasse Noah G. Powers** Trey L. Cohron• •• Lane J. Blankenship Brigit C. Gillespie Chelsie J. Soberanis* Brady A. Morris 
Jasmine L. Morgan Joyce H. Scalf Kaitlin E. Price• *** Rahmane Dixon Jocelyn N. Buster*** Benjamin G. Hanson• ••• Renee E. Spalding** Tarah L. Nally 
Kiana M. Nesbitt Cheyenne E. Seaton Abigai l L. Raley• Kayla R. Duncan Aaron B. Coin James T. Harsey*** Carlos J. Taylor Parris M. Pierrelouis* 
Kody A. Okert Ashlynn M. Shane* Fallon v. Russell• *** Samantha R. Eaton*** Reese N. Polen Stephen r. Hillenmeyer*** Alexis T. Young*** Alejandro R. Polo 
Larry C. Polk Kellyanne R. Shaw Broderick K. Smith John C. Elam Benjamin A. Rose*** Trevor L. Huffman GabrielJa M. Zapf Ashley L. Rich 
Anne K. Rutledge Cody S. Smith Emily M. Snyder Thomas C. Gallagher Anna K. Schertzinger* Kailee M . Hunter** Gentijana N. Sadriu 
Zoe E. Whitson* Josie F. Stallons** Madalyn C. Stack*** Jacob R. Goldman Robert W. Shaw Alejandro R. Jarquin Religious Studies Hannah E. Salman 
Ally N. Willis Megan N. Silles Nelson T. Stone** Jo~hua M. Gwyn*** Carson M. Smith Isaac K. Keller■*** Robert D. Coleman Amanda K. Sandstrom 
Delaney P. Thompson• Meredith C. Sweasy** Zachary T. Hickey* Tanner A. Stuppy Lucas P. Knight• *** Jonathan T. Curtis Toni A. Schwartz 
Samantha L. Varman Margaret C. Thornton Rebecca K. Horn■** John R. Lage, Jr. Phillip G. Kiskaden Chelsea D. Smith 
Emonie L. Walker Hanna L. Van Winkle*** Hunter G. LeBlanc** Casey L. Lile** Samuel V. Lambert••• Sierra C. Tromsness** 
Collin M. Watson* Adrianna G. Waters• ••• Lucas A. Moore Brenna R. Mathews• • Tanner M. Lindsey Jordan C. Turner 
Keyonna L. Whaley Ethan C. Williams Alexander W. Moore Rickie L. Moorman, Jr. Stephanie M. Pedigo Shelby R. Watson 
Logan A. Willis Maclaren J. Williams Christopher B. Poole, Jr.■** 
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Spanish 
Kylie C. Baczkowski* 
Esteban A. Casana 
Lauren]. Coolbaugh 
Ellen E. Danford• *** 
Taylor D. Depp*** 
Brittany N. Francis*** 
Melissa A. Garner*** 
Nataly D. Guerra 
Victoria L. Hans• *** 
Collette A. Jolley*** 
Emily K. Lindsey** 
Grant M. Newland 
Ryan J. Skinner• 
Jackson P. Waters 
Anna C. Wright• **• 
Theatre 
Hailey E. Armstrong 
Riley E. Davis 
Annelise E. Davis*** 
Sara B. Hayes*• 
Austin W. Higgins 
Leah M. Johnson 
Camden S. Lipham 
De'Quan X. Lollar 
Nelmarie H. Mohon• *** 
Abigail E. North■*** 
Madison L. Rose• *** 
Brooklyn D. Stephens 
Dameon E. Walker 
Visual Studies 
Will iam G. Bagwell* 
Nicholas W. Bleuel 
Sarah J. Diedrich 
Abigail M. Goodale** 
Ian P. Langford 
Emmalee C. Lawrence• *** 
Se Mer 
Ella J. Moore 
Cecilia A. Morris*** 
Olivia R. Patron 
Katelyn E. Pentecost 
Jensine G. Robinson 
Clayton W. Roederer 
Jasper J. Valery 
Rachel A. Walker 
Whitney N. Wilkerson 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Pe1forming Arts 
Haley J. Abell** 
Malorie A. Byrne• *** 
Emma E. Cox■*** 
Haley N. Doerr*** 
William E. farris* 
Piper T. Keusch** 
Malia G. Sorce• 
Elizabeth N. Steffenson** 
Janie E. Tyler* 
Claire A. Wilson• *** 
Coleton G. Wood• **• 
Visual Arts 
Hannah R. Basham** 
Christopher A. Beets 
Heather M. Bensinger*** 
Jazmin N. Chambers 
Samantha J. Chaney 
Jocelyn S. Childress* 
Sydney N. Dewan** 
Lydia M. Farmer* 
Karlee E. Puller** 
Kaleb J. Harness 
Rachel A. Hunter* 
Sidney E. Jarboe*** 
Donn S. Jobe, Jr. 
Thomas J. Johnson 
Abby N. Kennedy 
Molly R. Lee* 
Kassidy L. Lynch 
Cecilia A. Morris*** 
Molly C. Norton** 
Shelby R. Riley 
Kyra C. Rookard 
Tara A. Shade* 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Music 
Justus S. Adams*** 
Malika L. Brower** 
Haley M. Cuzick*** 
Penny E. Hobbs* 
Wesley C. Hurt• 
Lacy M. Magre*** 
Hasum Morfin-Gandara** 
Nicholas J. Nelson*** 
Evan Patriatan** 
Jalei . Peters*** 
Matthew R. Propst••• 
Sidney£. Sheehan*** 
Holly N. Sims 
Jordan L. Smith 
Jordan L. Smith 
Claire E. Smith• *** 
Mariah B. Thomas*" 
Melissa M. Valone** 
Lily B. Williams*"" 
Jacelyn B. Wolgast••• 
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Ogden College of Science & Engineering 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Mathematics 
Alyssa Y. Eastridge 
Kayley B. McMullan 
Alexis D. Powell 
Niki N. Sizemore 
MASTER OF ARTS J N 
EDUCATION 
Biology For Teacher 
Leaders 
Jared M. Taylor 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agriculture 
Jonathan W. Bode 
Emily L. Cook 
Monika R. Decker 
Ben H. Duncan 
Corbin W. Keen 
Autumn R. Milliner 
Victoria J. Willis 
Biology 
Jaysen C. Arno 
Erin Barber 
Nicole Boudeau 
Arny L. Cherrywell 
Mesa R. Coral 
Kathryn S. Dowis 
Rober t B. Dyer 
Georgia M. Ficarra 
Lisa Friess 
_Mackenzie J. Haupt 
Melissa A. Hewett 
Paige A. Hiltner 
Phillip N. Hogan 
Tyona E. Pike 
Aref Ranjbar 
Chemistry 
Christian A. Alcantar 
Seth E. Klaine 
Jonathan P. Markham 
Narayan Neupane 
Joel I. Omage 
Augustine 0 . Yusu f 





Fahad A. Alanazi 
Charles W. Bozarth, III 
Sean T. Dial 
Erin N. Gregory 
Daniel L. McIntosh 
Brandon D. Staves 
Brian K. Trent 
Geoscience 
Anna G. tt'arris 
Catherine E. Walters 
Homeland Security 
Sciences 
Noah w. Kapley 
Mathematics 
Wilson D. Horner 
Sasha v. Malone 
Yuhang Jiang 
Psychology 
Andrea P. Anderson 
James 8. Ayres 
Corinne D. Blake 
Eli A. Dickinson 
Jessica M. Dukes 
Annalee S. Ellis 
Brandi R. Forgione 
Alexis M . Hernandez 
Sterling M. Hubbard 
Shelby A. King • • 
Cliza H. Laves 
Teresa San H. Nguyen 
Paige M. Nichols 
Casandra F. Rollins 
Ben V. Sammet 
Katie M. Wheeler 
Meredith B. Whitfield 
Kelsey C. Woodward 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Mathematics 
Matthew T. Brewer,.. 
James E. Graves 
Alyson P. Mohn* 
Rebecca M. Price• ** 
Camille G. Wartman• 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agriculture 
Jack A. Boilini 
Riley K. Brey*** 
Bra don S. Burks* 
William T. Calvert 
Joanna M. Carey*** 
Ryan E. Fireline 
Kayla S. Frison 
Hannah B. Gaddie 
Rachel K. Graham 
Madelyn 13. Grider*** 
Chelsea L. Hatcher* 
Jameson R. Hinkebein 
Malachi B. Huffaker**" 
Connor L. Jaggers 
Alysha J. Kittle 
Logan T. Kloeck 
Nicholas S. Lingo 
Devin L. Marcum 
Richard L. Maxey 
Graydon P. McDowell 
Christopher B. McKay 
Madelaine L. Mink*** 
Carlee D. Mitchell 
Kyle J. Pickering 
Tyler J. Posey 
Quentin S. Purlee 
Mia A. Reeves 
Nathaniel G. Robb• 
Sara A. Russell* 
Jacob B. Simmons• 
l3ailey Stauffer• 
Robert L. Stewart 
Kahlan E. Storm 
William C. Tolley 
Brilee S. Tucker 
Nicole E. Walters*** 
Emily P. Wilson 
Lucas W. Womack 
Kadie L. Woods** 
Caitlyn M. Zaring 
Molly E. Allen 
Alfredo T. Aubone 
Spencer A. Baughn 
Zachary E. Brinkley 
Hayley B. Byrns 
Rebekah L. Cowherd** 
Skyler D. Crabtree• •• 
Amye v. Crump** 
Lucas W. Garrison** 
Morgan A. Garrison** 
Alyssa B. Griffin 
Spencer W. Langford** 
Linsey M. Long 
James M. Loos 
Elaine M. Losekamp• *** 
Leah S. Marsch*** 
Holly E. Maupin* 
Andrew T. Milam 
Dylan L. Osborne 
James M. Scobee 
Alexis L. Thomas• 
Noah L. Thomas 
Logan M. Walters 
A rchitectural Science 
Hamad H. Almarri 
Jaber N. Almarry 
MacKenzie L. Alvey• 
Tyler M. Boling*** 
Kyle H. Choate** 
Nathan L. Planagan 
Harrison B. Garden*** 
Kaleb E. Harris"** 
Benjamin D. Phillips 
Kaharie J. Taggart 
Taksin Thaweechok 
Garrett B. Wilhelm** 
Ashley L. Yarberry" 
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Biochemistry Kathryn E. Greene• •• Autumn B. Suiter Trevor A. Cline Joseph C. Kelly, Jr.• Samuel P. Cundiff Geography/Environmental Dylan S. Dunlap 
Koji 0. Barnaby• *** Lauren N. Haga• •• Taya L. Tamminga• Almamoon Mohamed Aliyah Kemp Brice J-1. Deglow* Studies Devin P. Elmore 
Kristen J. Duncum• *** Meg T. Harlin** Jami N. Taylor*"" Su laiman Al Fahdi*"* Isaiah S. Lewis* Bryce C. Gittings Jada T. Barnett Levi A. Fisher 
Rachel K. Graham Megan G. Haupt• ** Derek M. Taylor• ** John D. Gibson* Zachary J. Loos Cameron M. Hartig Amanda N. Beavin• *** Caleb R. Harter*** 
Phoenix A. Gray*** Ashley J. Hecklinger Molly J. Taylor• ** Jack son T. Goetz*** Dylan D. Mann Tucker M. Hurst Chelsea L. Carroll** Mitchell D. Humphrey 
Kayla R. Jones Nathaniel J. Hoey■*** Timothy J. Thibaudeau Brian J. Gray*** Joseph T. McGuire Cameron B. Mathis Chloe A. Cooper■*** Alyson L. Madden 
Stephanie M. Lawrence* Georgia A. Hoffman• *** Dylan L. Thomas Zachary T. Hall* Zachary W. Miller Elijah W. Miller Cameron P. Cruse Seth T. Meredith 
Thomas J. Pelkey• Seth B. Hoffman• *** Katelyn L. Thomason• * Mason w. Hawthorne Joseph I-I. Montell Blake A. Monarch Ellen E. Danford• *** Christian J. Puckett 
Jessica R. Schlabach• ** Mallorie B. Hopkins Caden T. Tillett Rebecca A. Hurley• *** Chase Moore Cruz Murphy Matthew R. Dixon Aaron T. Schell* 
Caleb W. Tamminga■** Sydney L. Hurt Jeremy M. Tillman Andrew D. Iglehart• *** Imad Moujahid Kaleb L. Perdew* Ryan M. feckter Dylan J. Taylor** 
Alexis R. Williams** Jason D. Hurt• *** Cortney R. Vanderburg Cameron R. Jackson Dustin Orme Harrison E. Phillips Marlena J. Hadden Addison M. Wethington** 
Jacob M. Young• * Callen E. Jolly** Elizabeth B. Walton• ** Kyle T. Kittle* Daniel W. Pena Shane A. Smith Amy M. Hourigan*** John David N. Yartz 
Matthew J. Jones Jackson P. Waters Tanner C. Lowhorn Jeremy M. Sams Maxvvell M . Steen James B. Keith 
Biology Dhay D. Kamaluldeen• ** Robin M. Welborn Jacob I. Marshall Tyler A. Sanz Andrew B. Wesnofske* Lea N. Mitchell■* Mechanical Engineering 
Shelby L. Ackermann• ••• Noah T. Keating*** Christopher M. Whitehurst Steven T. Matheny* Lauren E. Segers Christopher M. Wilkinson Christopher E. Portman Ayman S. AI-Rahbi 
Brandon C. Adkins Morgan P. Kinser Morgan R. Whit icker"** James C. Montgomery* ) Brian M. Shepherd Mark A. Alvey Jackson Stevison Naomi J. Allen 
Abdulazeez A. Alahdal Erin R. Lindhurst• * Callie R. Whitsell*** Marin Murillo Jennifer L. Smith Nicholas I. Kennedy**" Tyrus G. Sundy Tanner C. Allen 
Adam B. Alsup• Shelby M. Louden Mackenzie A. Wilson* Cole Schmidt*** \ Mark A. Smith Javen W. Nuckols Lyla M. Turner** , Hassan M. A!Mohammadi Alexandria K. Bailey Sarah E. Lutz• *** Amelia L. Winrich• Endrit N. Shabani** James H. Smith** Maytham F. Shawi Naomi A. Vangelderen* Mohammed Almutairi 
Gagandeep Banga Elizabeth C. Lyons• ** Cierra P. Woodcock** Joel L. Sizemore** Kevin T. Sullivan Caelum S. Utley Logan G. Wilder Riley L. B ishop■*** 
Chase M. Bastin Katelin N. Maggard • *** Zachary S. Wriedt• *'"* James T. Smith Michael L. Tippins, Jr. Evan R. Bratcher 
Chase R. Bauman• *** Hannah M. Marshall• ** RobertW. Sparkman Kathleen E. Trevathan Electrical f ngineering Geology Colby A. Buelow 
Sarah E. Bell** Severin C. Martinez Chemis c,y Caylie D. Stockwn** Weston H. Turner Saud M. Alanzi Katherine A. Cobb Casey M. Busch* 
Sarah E. Bell** Kaeyane R. Martinez Hadi M. Almustat'a William B. Taylor*** Adam R. Walker Ali Abdullah Alashour Lillian K. Hamm• *** Caroline M. Camfield■*** 
Max R. Benningfield• *** Benjamin H. Matthews* Ashley B. Clemons*** Kristen T. Thompson** Shelby K. Wathen Loai Aldarawish*" Kyle T. Kittle* Spencer C. Cassady 
Kaley M. Bloyd"' Joseph N. Mattingly• ••• Rylee L. Delks* Adam J. Young** Jerelle M. Webster Sarni Aldossary Damien S. Knight Lauren J. Coolbaugh 
Jacob G. Bowen• *** Hannah J. Mazzoni• * Shelby M. Emberton Mahmoud D. Almajed Hannah K. Krause Matthew R. Coolidge 
Brittnee L. Bozeman** William Mbumba Gabrielle C. Griffin Computer Infor macio11 Computer Science Nasser M. Almargan* Dylyn A. Loveless Zane A. Denner 
Allison N. Bradshaw• ••• Noah A. Mcvay* Longji u•• Technology Assem Alzahranl Mustafa Almarhun Courtney E. McDavid** Casey C. Dobias 
Dakota J. Bruce* Kaitlyn R. Menser Andrew D. Neyland* Gerardo Alvarado Dustin C. Avery Abdulwahab A. Alnajdi Patrick A. Presnell Samuel C. Edwards 
Chassidy P. Bryant• Joseph A. Merritt, Jr.• * Amber M. Norris Brandon T. Baranyi* Tobias R. Bratcher* Mohammed H. Alrefaei . Cameron A. Sherry Conner J. Elmore 
Philip J. Bryant• *** John M. Mills• *** Ashley L. Platte* Tyler S. Barker Cameron L. Dent Mohammad A. Alshatti Michael D. Suggs Joshua C. Estes*** 
Cameron N. Buckman** John T. Newman■*** Lucy M. Rawson" Sean W. Baxter** John Z. Dilliha* Emenike Innocent Ayalogu Barry A. Williams Hossein Faridouni 
Amber N. Carroll■**"' Lisanne Nguyen* Daniel A. Sparks*** Anthony Z. Bonner Eli S. Estes* Fa had A. Bedaiwi Corbin J. Wilson William T. Hager, lll* 
Alison M. Cash*** Michael Nguyen*** Alexa M. Stenftenagel** Paul G. Brosky* Conner M. Getchell*** Brian T. Bunch* Emily E. Wright Ryan L. Head** 
Braeden l. Chesnut Amber M. Norris Grant K. Tade Allison Brown*** Charles A. Greer David A. Cambron*** Clark S. Hinkson*** 
Haley E. Church■* Mary E. Osborne** Cristina I-I. Throckmorton*** Wlllie M. Cohns Dustin Groce Corbin D. Farley*** Industrial (Vocational, Etha n K. Hinkson*** 
Mariah S. Cleary* Granite C. Pare• *** Leonardo Trinh*** Connor D. Coleman Marcell A. Haynes Nicholas C. Gillam Ca reer, and Technical) Elena G. Hollingsworth** 
Shalyn f. Coleman* Alexander S. Price• • fiona J. Wasson• • Omar Collado* Spencer D. Karpinsky Logan A. Hardesty Education Cameron J. Johnson 
James R. Conover, Ill Delaney A. Puckett**' Trevor T. Webster Wilson C. Constant Kelsin A. Kemble* Brentley s. Johnson*** Malcom L. Slone Brenden D. Lyon 
Skyler D. Crabtree• ** Dusty L. Pursley* Clayton L. Davidson Sarah E. Kennedy■** Landon M. Owens*** Lawrence M. Madriaga** 
Matthew S. Crawford* Leigh C. Reed■** Civil Engineering Jadon A. Douglas• Jacob A. McCullough William C. Priddy Manufactur ing Christian D. Mann 
Amanda C. Crutchfield*** Laurence B. Riel Luke T. Adkins* Jasiel R. Fernandez I S,amuel Z. Newton Emma L. Sellers*** Engineering Technology Brian s. Mazzoni 
Jessica C. Curtiss** Kassidy L. Robison Mazin Ahmed Hila! Al-Abri Connor L. Garrett Abigail E. North• *** Abdullah AL Shaikli Abdelrahman H. Tan S. McGowan"** 
Kaleb S. Decker Megan M. Rowe• ••• Mohammed Alghanem Wesley R. Gower 
' 
Austin J. Parrish Brenton W. Stahl • Abouelfetouh Brian V. Nealen 
Cortney M. Duncan Emily Y. Russ• Sajjad H. Ali Kiernan Greene Carman G. Powell Grant A. Turner■*** Derek W. Akridge Justin I. Phillips* 
Allyson M. Durham* David W. Sams* Mohammed M. Alkandery Tyler B. Hackett Jacob A. Quiggins** Mahmood M. Al-Alawi Eric J. Shade 
Bryana M. Edrington• • Karli N. Sanders• *** Saad Alkhaledi Sydney M. Halcomb Jacob A. Raymond• Engineering Technology Omar S. Alghamdi Guan Cherng Sim 
River M. Embry*** Andrew J. Sanford* Waleed K. Alkhaledi Brandon K. Hall Carwyn D. Steele, II Management Adel H. Alghuraybi Corey A. Steber 
Alexis G. Emmert• *** Stephen R. Scott• * Saad A. Alsubaei Roger Hisle* Brenton W. Benningfield Ali Alhamal Connor M. Stewart 
Ash ley M. Evans* Challee D. Shartzer*** Ayuob Abdallah Mohammed Zachary S. Huff* Construction Management Trace C. Bishop Abdulghani A. Alharbi Tyler E. Stumph 
Emily A. fields■*** Aaron M. Sikkel A. Al Aufi" Daniel A. Hurley Saltan Alrashedy Barbara L. Disalvo Khalid H. Alrashdi Mackenzie P. Tallent 
Heidi A. Filasky Lindsay M. Silva Jase E. Baker*** Bailey N. Jarman Jacob B. Anderson Ja rret L. Pitcock Hadi M. Alsalah Deanna E. Taylor* 
Brittany N. Francis*** J enessa L. Sroufe Dakotah B. Beasley** Matthew R. Jenkins Charles B. Baird Seth D. Sharritt Cory D. Beard Matthew A. Terry 
Kaylee N. Fry Sydney D. Starnes Nathaniel A. Brock Walter T. Johnson Cameron L. Blevins Austin S. Stewart Brett A. Beckham Blake E. Thompson 
Kacie N. Gaekle Lauren M. Strickland* Harrison S. Carter Thierry M. Kalombo Kameron N. Cantley Chad J. Thomas Steffen w. Bolz Jesse A. Vaughan 
Carmen A. Ampuero Madison C. Sturdivant• *** Spencer H. Clark Ryan D. Kearney Wesley C. Cassady Scott A. Weaver Bryce R. Chandler Tanner D. Whatley 
Gonzales** 
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David G. Wiese 
Nathanael S. Wilson 
Brandon W. Wilson*** 
Jack W. Wright 
Jarrod A. Wright 
Medical Laboratory 
Science 
Colton D. Eden* 
Alexandria N. Faulkenberg• * 
Jocelyn R. Joshlin 
Hailey E. Pawley■* 
Meteorology 
Mohammed A. Al Madhani 
John A. Bowen 
James A. Brown** 
John A. Brown• 
Ol iv ia G. Campbell• ** 
Raquel Dom inguez** 
Benjamin T. Ellzey 
Kelli D. Grey 
Darius M . Mack 
Luke P. Rogers 
Sylvia N. Stinnett** 
Middle Grades 
Mathematics 
Victoria L. Beck* 
Julia A. Clevens* 
Maggie M. Hoffman** 
Amanda N. Maceyko** 
Kelsay 13. Marcum*** 
Micah A. Morris 
Alyssa N. Patrice Ila 
Eriaun T. Warrick 
Susannah L. Whitesell• *• 
Middle School Science 
Hannah N. Harlan* 
Molecular Biotechnology 
Wendy M. Cecil• * 
Brittney N. Hackworth 
Briana N. Markham 
Physics 
Byron R. Grant* 
Jacob A. Lee 
Colin M. Loxley* 
Will A. Marsh*** 
Jared S. Parker■*** 
Psychological Science 
Theresa L. Allen 
Chloe J. Benningfield■*** 
Brooke M. Bledsoe• 
Makayla G. Collins*** 
Allyson L. Copeland• *** 
Sarah E. Cotney** 
Jarred L. Crone** 
Tobi C. Dowell 
Taylor M . Farrell 
Hunter L. Garstin 
Mariah L. Gonzalez 
Emma L. Graviss 
McKenzie L. Gunter 
Kaitlyn D. Harkness 
Blake S. Hicks 
Elizabeth M. Hill• ** 
Ju lia K. Jackson 
John D. Jones** 
Natalie C. Kelley•• 
Jennifer N. Knight* 
Aleisha L. LaRue* 
Mackenzie G. Latham* 
Rachels. Leach** 
Brianna M . Lowe 
Samantha N. Luecke 
Hannah M. Martin• ••• 
Kathryn G. Matheson 
Katelyn B. McKinney• *** 
Heather N. McKinney• ••• 
Kaley J. Miller 
Tori N. Palmore 
Harlee P. Pennington 
Hannah N. Peterson 
Nicole Q. Dzubuk Pettersson 
Valentina P. Pin.ilia• ** 
Reese N. Polen 
Kendra N. Rigney, Ms• ••• 
Janet Rodriguez 
Shawna R. Rose 
Emily K. Rudolph* 
Samantha I. Smart 
Emily R. Smith*** 
Alexis D. Wells 
Jacob M. Young• • 
Technology Management 
Will iam J. Moran 
Adam N. Northcutt 
Havert A. Schroader 
ASSOCIATE OF SCII:NCE 
Agricultural Technology 
& Management 
Isaac II. Cardwell 
William S. Faulkner 
Vocational / Industrial 
and Technical Teacher 
Education 
Dennis D. Powell 
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College of Education and Behavioral Sciences 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Educational Leadership 
Thomas Tyler Clark 
College Choice Decisions: An Analysis 
of University Honors Students 
Disser tation Chair: Craig Cobane 
Zeambo Dahnweih 
Tile College Choice of West African 
International Students: a Generalization 
of the Hossler and Gallagher Model of 
Scudent College Choice 
Disserta1 ion Chair: Aaron Hughey 
Johnna Denning-Smith 
Design Thinking as a Common Language 
Between Higher Educalion And Employers 
Dissenarion Chair: Kirk Atkinson 
Lara Donnelly 
Mindfulness ancl Social Emotional 
Learning: The Lived Experience of 
Students Leaming English as a 
Second Language 
Dissertation Chair: Gary Houchens 
OOCTOR Of PSYCHOLOGY 
James Bender 
Clinicians· Use of mllealt/1 Applications in 
lntervemions for Substance Use Disorders 
Dissercation Chair: Qin Zhao 
Rutuja Chinchankar 
Prevalence of Mirror Gazing Behaviors 
in Men 
Dissertation Chair: rreclerick Grieve 
Dr. Corinne Murphy, Dean 
Kianoosh Ebrahimi 
Competitive Strategy and Firm 
Performance in Multinational 
Manufacturing Organiwtions: 
a Focus 011 Strategic Alignment 
Dissertation Chair: Dana Cosby 
Robert Howard 
The Russian Research Cemer ac Harvard 
Versus Cambridge Analytica: Influencing 
,The Public ill a Cold War 
Dissertation Chair: Tony No rman 
Anthony Paganelli 
Academic Library Support of Social 
Entrepreneurship Programs 
Dissertation Chair: Marge Maxwell 
Jessica Powers 
Trainillg To Develop Academic Advisor 
Efficacy and Workforce Readiness 
Dissertation Chair: Sam Evans 
Benjamin Pyle 
Administrative Trust as a Contributor to 
Pllysician Burnout and Exit 
Dissertation Chair: Randy Capps 
Brittany Dodds 
Examination of School Psychologists' Self 
Efficacy for Gifted Practice 
Dissertation Chair: Carl Myers 
Ayanna Peake • 
Applying the Hqrnework, Organization, 
and Planning Skills (HOPS) Intervention 
to Elementary Students with ADHD 
Dissertation Chair: Carl Myers 
[bony Spencer-Muldrow 
Generaciollal Diversity: Absenteeism 
Examined Through Perceptions of 
Organizatiollal ]us rice And Authentic 
Leadership 
Dissertation Chair: Tony Norman 
Hua Wang 
Raising Cross-Cultural Awareness Among 
tile Undergraduates Through Imentional 
Design Ill A Culture Course in the US- An 
Exploratory Mixed-Methods Experimental 
Design 
Disserta tion Chair: Lester Archer 
Xiaoxue Xiang 
A Phenomenology Study Of Possible 
External And Internal Factors Relating 
to Women's Under-Representation ill 
Leadership in Large Chi/Iese Media 
Organizations in Beijing City 
Dissertation Chair: John Baker 
Rachel Severs 
A Collaborative Perspectives Approach 
for Ullderstanding Effective Care 
Coorcli/lation ill Autism Spectrum 
Disorder 
Dissertation Chair: Ronda Talley 
Colleen Marie Kirsch Hiltz White 
Comparison Study: Trauma-Focused 
Cognilive Behavioral Therapy and 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy 
for Trauma 
Dissertation Chair: Qin Zhao 
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SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION Garrett R. Hunt Psychology Elementary Education Student Affairs in Jennifer L. Clark Allyson P. Felix* Zackery D. Vance 
School Psychology Jeffrey Husted Sydney R. Garrison for Teacher Leaders Higher Education Kendal E. Coleman Nawdya N. Fletcher Taylea M . Vogt 
Allison K. Henderson Jason D. Hutchins Myron D. Gilmore Whitney K. Combs Jeremy Barden Sydnie K. Driskill Carlecia Y. Gambrell David E. Weafer• *** 
Kendyl N. Hinson Derrick M. Huther Alyssa N. Harrell Theresa A. Scheitz Alissa J. Belton Cassandra A. Fannin Henry D. Geisler Lindsey N. Wheeler 
Jillian B. Kin tner Anthony T. Jefferson Abigail R. Howerton Margaret M. Smith Christian A. Cartwright Leah B. Hanes Alexandra A. Geoghegan*** Yasmeen D. Williams 
Sarah T. Richardson Melissa D. Kruminas Kendall L. Miller Kenlyn B. Turowski Meagan L. Chapman Heather N. Haney Abby D. Goad Kristen A. Woolbright, Mrs. 
Meaghan N. Ritchie Ashley Lamar-Solakiewicz ReAunna L. Puskac Meagan H. Ward Courtney L. Hurst Bailey V. Hawkins Karhleen V. Gorski Conner A. Wright 
Cordelia A. Witty Jon-Erik Livingston Brian A. Richards Thomas W. Kandler Morgan E. Longtine Jordon S. Greene 
Brandon R. Long Brianna K. Ward Gifted Education and Robin j. Lester Leigh A. Morris Ashton C. Gregory BACHELOR Of 
MASTER OF ARTS Robin L. Lovell Talent Development Brett A. Middleton Maegan E. Renick Rachel E. Greis• *** INTERDISCIPLINARY 
Organizational Leadership Tricia G. Maccallum MASTER OF ARTS IN Jaclyn R. Green Cheyenne R. Mitchell Megan L. Richardson Laura J. Hamilton STUDIES 
Michael L. Adcock David F. Maestas EDUCATION Austin C. Vahle John R. Schroeder Rebecca R. Russell Alecia N. Hatfield* I11terdiscipli11ary Studies 
Kellie L. Allen Timothy A. Mallonee Adult Education Amy E. Wallace 
Tia N. Allen Jesse J. Martin Milka Kusturica 
Raquel E. Anderson Erica L. Materkowski Jamar L. Gay Literacy Education 
LeAndrea L. Ashley Christopher R. McMichael Cheri L. Hatcher Kristen N. Tinch 
Sandra E. Back Anna C. Meador Kayla M. Peveler 
Shad J. Baker Daniel J. Miller Cassandra F. Renard Interdisciplinary Early 
Stephany C. Blaney David L. Morrell Ashley L. Reynolds Childhood Education, Birth 
,1 
Erik C. Thomas Maximilian A. Valentine Sydney B. Hawthorne** Laura K. Akin 
Alison L. Trammell Abigail V. Vogt Valorie G. Howe* Omari N. Alexander 
Martin J. Turnley Hannah E. Willis Alex N. Huntsman*** Stacey Alien 
/( 
Leslie B. Vanderpool Rachel L. Witten AJayjah R. Hurt* Goldie E. AJlen** 
Alexandria S. Wink Maegan E. Isbell Penny K. Allison 
Library Media Education Zariah M. Jackson,* Shaun D. Alton 
MASTER OF ARTS Natalie B. Foster Lauren A. Joch Amanda S. Anderson 
Ronald N. Board James W. Nolan, Jr. Megan K. Treadway to Primary INT[ACHING Kayla M. Johnson Sarah L. Badgley 
Thomas Bower Raul A. Perez Garrett B. Westerfield Robin B. Guynn Interdisciplinary Early Applied Psychology Wendolynn V. Jones Raegin E. Battle 
Taylor H. Brandt Kristina A. Plush Childhood Education, Birth James D. B7nder Kaylah E. Lockett Shawn D. Boone 
Justin L. Bratcher Frank G. Porter, Jr. Counseling Middle Grades Education to Primary Rutuja P. Chinchankar Kaitlyn B. Lowery Marcus E. Bragg 
John A. Brosky Mary A. Porter Emily A. Armes for Teacher Leaders Jessica R. Britt Brittany M. Dodds Madeline D. Mann Samuel S. Bridgmon 
Alicia Brown Jason W. Priddy Kayla M. Ash by Jonathan D. Brey Angela R. Riggs Colleen M. Kirsch-Hiltz Calder B. Marria. Jr. Asia A. Brown 
Dustin C. Care AmyM. Quire Joseph P. Ayers Blake W. Palmer Minniece N. Mason Lindsey J. Brown• 
Char les I. Collado Rachel E. Randle Stephanie L. Belt School Counseling Middle Grades Education Ayanna M. Peake Maggie L. Matthews Nigel j. Brown 
Nyoka N. Combs Tyler J. Reed Kyle D. Compton Emily G. Blais for Initial Certificatio11 Rachel N. Severs Katherine H. Maulden Daniel K. Caudill 
Tifarah F. Cunningham Gavin Reid April D. Crabtree Melissa N. Golden Alexandria L. Pennington Payton L. McCarty Christopher C. Choate 
Matthew J. Cunningham David W. Richardson James W. Despain, Jr. Tionne S. Forrest ASSOCIATC OF ARTS Jessica M. Midkiff Blake J. Comer 
Isaac P. Curran Kalee E. Roberge Mary B. England Danielle B. Rogers Secondary Education for Business Phillip H. Nguyen Gary B. Cooper 
Kevin C. Danese Nikki L. Roof Erick E. Farmer Initial Certification Martha C. Conejo+ Lillian P. Ormes Kenneth A. Cooper 
Shelby T. Daves Alyssa S. Rose Lesley A. Faucheux Secondary Education Nicole M. Bufford Emilee B. Ostrander** David S. Cooper 
Joshua David Daniel J. Safarik Jamie R. Garden for Teacher Leaders Byron K. Casebier BACHELOR OF ARTS Elexus K. Peake*** Roger L. Cray 
Lindsey M. Del Greco Ricardo S. Scales Elise B. Gunder Richard D. Parker Denis Hodzic Psychology Erica N. Percy Joseph R. Crepps 
Janet L. Drew John M. Schroeder Sarah A. Hamilton Heather D. Wheeler Rikki M. Neat Braiden L. Abbott Laura Bernardos Pescador* Jeremy D. Darvin 
Brian j. Erixon Kristi J. Shive Amber L. Hawley Natalie E. Slinker Zachary A. Adamie Ashley J. Peterson Jeremy D. Darvin 
Yu Fan Robert W. Smith Elisabeth F. Hix Special Education for Luke C. Adkins Hannah J. Peveler Kamry L. Davies 
Scott J. Ferraris Kevin S. Sneed Taylor G. Hughey Learning and Behavior MASTER Of SCIENCE Rebecca C. Amadeo Annie H. Phan** Luis D. Davila 
Rhette M. Foust Adrian R. Stewart Colleen C. Jones Disorders I11structional Design Alice N. Batson Summer C. Powell Kiana N. Davis 
Alicia A. Fryia James A. Stouder Tyler B. Jordan Katharine R. Abshier Amanda C. Akers Chad L. Bauman** Lindsey B. Powell• * Katherine P. Decker 
Nia M. Gadsden Kevin P. Sweeney Kristin A. Majors Brook C. Bell Angelica J. Boyd-Devine Kylee N. Beard Jacayla J. Reed Samuel M. Deering 
Ulises Gastelum Eric C. Tabb Aryn Meyer Olivia C. Brierly Austin E. Klahn, Ill Abigail M. Becker Kristian P. Richerson• Victoria L. Devore* 
Tyler A. Gasvoda Frank C. Taylor Autumn M. Minch Kaitlyn R. Burks Karen H. LaRosa Malyra M. Bendson* Madalin M. Roach Tiffany L. Deweese 
Joshua A. Givens Stephanie A. Thacker William A. Montelli Jeremy D. Croft Julia R. Marshall [rica N. Benham0 David T. Roehm• ••• Sarah £. Dockery 
Shawna L. Glazener Gary Thomas Ninoska Moratin Kelsey B. Durr Sean M. Bergeron Cali G. Rollins•• Skylar D. [arnhart 
John A. Haggerty Steffani R. Trimble Katelynn K. Rigney Melissa M. Goes Libraries, Informatics, and Trenton L. Billings Margaret E. Schmitt*** Samantha G. Eckman 
Daniel Hall, Ill Joshua S. Trundle Melissa A. Roach DeKarra B. Jackson Technology in Education Lauren P. Blair, Miss** Thelise L. Slemmons Alicia C. Edds 
Melissa W. Hammer Cori C. Venning Brianna A. Roberson Sara E. Keith Delenia D. Alls Rachel N. Bragg■*** Akeyla J. Smith Rhoda [ . Eldor 
Tiffany R. Hardimon-Smith Kyle M. Walker Amy C. Ross Jenna L. McFarland Amanda B. Barnett Michayla M. Cannon-Kitch.ens McPherson C. Smith Stephanie N. Epley 
Charles Hipple Charles Wei Kylee S. Sipes Abby L. Newton Danielle N. Bennett Taylor Carrasco Julia R. Smith** Lisa A. Epley* 
Jodie M. Holgate Lawrence A. Whitmore Haley R. Smith Micaela I. White Michaela B. Boisseau Joseph B. Carter Savannah G. Stephens Meredith O. Fain 
Tarelton T. Holmes Braxton S. Whitney Seth B. Thompson Kyle L. Brewer Megan L. Clarke*** Victoria E. Terhune Mikayla D. Ford* 
Rachel L. Howard Michael F. Wolfe Allyson E. Waninger Kara]. Brewer Kelsey[. Dinning■*** Krystal P. Terrell Mark K. Fuhrer 
Michael K. Hulcy William C. Zimmerman Erin Byrd Rebekah J. Duplantis Morgan D. Terry Kelsey B. Fuller 
Beulah J. Cannon Haley G. Elliott Camryn N. Timberlake Shanica L. Gant 
Manda K. Caudill Nicole M. Ellis Morgan E. Tuley Richard Gervais 
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Kayla M. Graves Tayland C. Ratliff Taylor N. Courtney*** Patricia P. Simpson* Christopher Greenfield Hannah J. Devore ASSOCIATE OF 
Dalila Hajdarovic Morgan L. Roberts Courtney S. Crowe** Macey D. Smith* Troy E. HilJ Sammy J. Ditmore INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY 
Dartez Hamlin Dawn M. Rollins-Murrell Chelsea L. Culver Carolyn H. Smith* John P. Hoffman• Danielle N. Durbin*** Interdisciplinary Studies 
Kristi A. Hancock Jenna N. Ross Seth J. Daniels Kennedy P. Smith** Teonnika D. Hollowell Sydney C. Fravel* Natasha M. Bailey++ 
Tyneah N. Harris Dionte' M. Ruffin Chasity K. Davidson• Alexandria H. Stinson*** Peter B. Houtman Caroline A. Haas*** William W. Barnes 
Shobnom B. Hasan Micaela E. Rust Grace A. Doan* Miranda G. Stone** Hannah R. Hyatt Maria T. Hendrick Luke A. Boyle 
Ayla Q. Hendrickson* Ry lea J. Salyer Cortnie J. Doherty* Kathryn E. Strand* Angela McAllister*** Kristin N. Isenberg* Lauren E. Clark 
Ellaine r. Hibbert Tabitha F. Scott* Monica G. Dougherty Leah E. Syra* Erik W. Metcalf Abigail L. Jaggers** June M. Colson+ 
Shelby R. Highbaugh Ashton B. Seifert Cheyanne N. Doyle** Aubree R. Taylor* Michael J. Mezzacapo Caleb A. l<irchner** Bri-Anne T. Crockett 
Taveion Hollingsworth Melissa A. Shawler )era L. Dunbar** Chelsea O. Tirjan** Mary A. Midkiff Samantha A. Lester Alexandria G. Curtis 
James L. Hood Carly A. Smith Lee A. Duncan*** Abby K. Turner Majli.nda Mirena Madison D. McKee• *** Robert A. Green 
Brian R. Howard Heather L. Smith Aleia R. Ellis Lindsey M. Vance* Miles C. Mitchell Samantha A. Mohr*** Ellison M. Hale 
Evrhett A. Hughes Robert N. Soucy Sarah E. Ferguson*** El isha M. Wade Donnika L. Morgan Courtney L. Mudd"** Makayla E. Holloway 
Julia M. Johnson Samuel T. Staples•• Tyler B. Flickinger Jordan G. Whitaker*** Mason M. Mullins*• Hailee M. Ramage Julie C. Larrow 
Kevin Johnson Danny J. Stinson Haley R. Ford* Mariah A. Williams• Felicia K. Nall Whitney B. Seigle* Tyara K. Mack 
Zakiya A. Jones Demetreus D. Taylor Savannah G. Gamble*** Lydia A. Will iams*** 
I 
Carrie A. Painter Jordan B. Summerfield Austin J. Meredith 
Fredia A. Kelly Casey E. Tencate Kailie A. Gary* Meredith L. Wilson• Shawn S. Payne Alexis 8. Thacker* Audreauna J. Mitchell 
Tamika King Edna M. Terry Erin L. Gibson** Kaitlyn R. Wilson** Tristan Phillips Madison 0 . Wesrbrook Lenny R. Moore, JP. 
Brittany M. King Karina Timoshchenko Michaela N. Goodrum** Katie L. Woodward* James R. Plack Sarah L. Woosley*** Kera L. Mosby 
Alexis R. Lapinsky Tatum M. Tinsley** Emily G. Graham* Spencer P. Wooldridge Stuart Posey Blaine S. Ottman 
Deja S. Leblanc Brittany M. Vanzant Brenna N. Griswell Alishia J. Young Brittany E. Rich Systems Management Amber D. Perkins 
EbonyN. Lee Seth Weisman* Hanna M. Gruber** Isaac R. Robertson Ryan J. Buehrens Logan S. Pursley 
Allye K. Leland Jamey B. Wells Nicole A. Hardcastle* Interdisciplinary Ea rly Camron S. Seater Jennifer D. McCarvell Cody R. Ross 
Byron D. Lowe Rebecca M. Westbrook Victoria K. Hargadon Childhood Education AshJey D. Sharer Jessica T. Small 
Tianna M. Lucas Mariah D. Wil kins* Alexandra L. Hoffman* Victoria R. Capps Hunter A. Shaver Work/ orce Administration Ricardo Solis 
James A. Maples Steve L. Wilson Madison £. Holloway Kaylie E. Howard Zach R. Shreve Shawn Q. Atcher Shannon L. Sullivan 
Tashena D. Martinez Josiah S. Wright Dymie M. Howard Tierra D. Ledbetter Kasha L. Skiles Jacquelyn M. Brooks Ameeshia L. Taylor 
Ashlyn L. Matthews Samantha A. Wyatt Hannah M. Hundt Courtney P. Pulliam Toni B. Smith Casim ira S. Butler Bradley M. Thompson 
Alexia Mayes Patrick K. You ng Abby L. Iden* Megan E. Tharp Niklas Swords Corey D. Bynum* Trenton N. Tooley 
Robert M. McGinnis Harrison R. Zoellner Hannah M. Isaacs Andrew S. Taylor Audrianna M. Dawson Cassidy Underwood 
Tennille D. McIntyre Abigail C. Jantzen Middle Level Education Herman R. Thola Anthony J. Gilbert* Ellie A. West 
Bryan P. McMinn BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Baylee M. Johnson in Social Studies and Katina Thomas Sarah E. Gray Angela R. Wilson 
Sherrie A. Meador Business & Marketing Shelby N. King*"* Language Arts Ceary L. Thomas Paul R. Hamil ton Valerie J. Wood 
Will Meadows, IW Education Carrie B. Lester Abigaile B. Campbell Eva S. Throckmartin Matt J. LaPierre 
Angela M. Melton Kaitlynn G. Wheeler Alexis N. Lindsey** Haley R. Hope Thomas C. Toadvine Autumn L McCoy 
Christopher G. Minnicks** Elaney N. Logsdon Haley A. Huston* Wendi N. Turner Blake A. Meredith 
Beverly F. Moore Elementary Education Ariel F. Lonoae'a Rachel D. Pitts*** Sherra M. Tyler Mallorie S. Mullis 
Jessica L. Morrison Lauren B. Adkins Morgan C. Lundy** £than L. Tabor* John L. Ward* Martin D. Murphy 
Marlowe D. Mosley Holly L. Alexander*** Jonathan T. Lykins Rachel E. Thomas• *** Tammie D. Zuber Jonathan G. Rhodes 
Ilaley M. Murtaugh* Kayla N. Austin*"* Calli S. Martin** Amanda E. Saam 
Phoebe R. Muth Jeana K. Bandy Mikah N. Masterson** Military Leadership Science and Ma thema t ics John M. Stiles 
Bridgett A. Napier BaiJey E. Baxter* Alexandra M. McLellan Connor P. Breece Education Vonda F. Strauss 
Natasha M. Napier Shayann E. Board* Caroline M. Medley*** Saul G. Sandefur Matthew T. Brewer** Erica Turner 
Brady P. Norman Cassidy K. Boldak** Amanda K. Molstad Khup L. Tuang Rebecca M . Price■** Marty D. Whitely 
Nicholas A. Novak Ashlynn C. Bowles Sarah M. Mott* 
Jennifer C. O'Brien Jessica L. Brawner* Hailey R. Naftel Organiz ational Leadership Special Educat ion: ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
Kylie A. Osbourne Raven L. Brayman*** Kerrie M . Nicholson Kevin D. Allen Learning and Behavior Business 
AshLand 0. Page Tamara A. Brown* Presley H. Parker** September Board Disorders and Elementary Brandon C. Allison 
Del'Qwania L. Payne Ainsley B. Brown** Alecia G. Parrott* Maxwell J. Brown Education Mina I. Alzuwayni 
Clark E. Payne Madeline E. Burgess Hannah M. Pennington Liza L. Brown Mithar A. Albusaidi*** Madison A. Clay 
Linnaeus E. Peachers Samantha L. Campbell Whitney B. Perry* Shakara C. Burnham*** Ethan N. Blomeier Laura H. Jenkins 
Deundrae K. Perry Callie R. Cardwell Cheyanne R. Rayls John C. Carter Sierra N. Boone** Nathaniel P. Thompson 
Paige E. Peterson Abbie K. Carver** Madison N. Renner Francesca S. Cortazzo Catherine L. Brown Rick A. Tobin+ 
Madison B. Phillips Steven A. Catalano Melissa A. Riggs*** Carter S. Davenport Julia T. Butler** 
Timothy S. Poiles Hannah N. Compton*** Ashlyn N. Rittenberry Tess D. Floyd* Robert G. Cardwell** 
Tyana J. Porter Lindsey A. Conner Carlee M. Robertson** Kenneth L. Gibson Caroline B. Clark, Miss• ** 
Brittany N. Priddy Madison F. Cotrrell Jenna B. Russell** Justin K. Goebel Whitney D. Creech** 
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College of Health and Human Services 
DOCTOR OF NURSING 
Cynthia J. Alvey 
Novice Nurse Knowleclge of Olcler Adults 
Project Chair: Dr. Cathy Abell 
Danny L. Anderson 
Depression Stigma Among 
African American Clergy 
Project Chair: Dr. Dawn Garrett-Wright 
Sarah P. Ashby 
Assessing and Evaluating Diabetes 
Knowleclge 
Project Chair: Or. Tonya Bragg-Underwood 
Elijah D. Carter 
Obesity Across the Lifespan: Methocls and 
Perceptions of Nurse Practitioners 
Project Chair: Or. Maire Blankenship 
Haley C. Cavanah 
Assessing Intent to Vaccinate During a 
Global Pandemic: A Descriptive Study in 
the Amish 
Project Chair: Or. I:ve Main 
Kristen L. Davis 
Breast Cancer Prevention Knowledge 
Among Rural Public-Schoo/ Teachers 
Projec1 Chair: Dr. Tonya Bragg-Underwood 
Erin E. Deal 
Perceivecl Stress Levels in Nurses Working 
in a Rural Emergency Department 
Projecr Chair: Dr. M. Laurie Brans1erter 
Deborah K. Enoch 
Examining Perceptions of Novice Nurses 
Regarding Readiness for Interprofessiorwl 
Leaming 
Project Chair: Dr. Cathy Abell 
Lura M. Farmer 
Examining Nursing Knowledge of 
Alpha-gal Syndrome 
Project Chair: Dr. M. Laurie Branstetter 
Dr. Tania Basta, Dean 
Breanna E. Fuhrman 
Human Papillomavirus and Human 
Papillomavirus Vaccine Parental 
Knowleclge, Attitucles, ancl Intent to 
Vaccinate 
Project Chair: Dr. M. Laurie Branstetter 
Caitlyn M. Gary 
Sleep Knowleclge and Commuting Among 
Rural Kentucky Adults 
Project Chair: Dr. I:ve Main 
Tamara E. Graham 
AntibioliC Use in Adults: 
A Social Meclia Survey 
Project Chair: Dr. [ve Main 
Jessica A. Kelley 
Caffeine Intake in Registered Nurses: 
An Online Survey 
Project Chair : Dr. F.ve Main 
Lisa Marcum 
Effects of Mechanical and Pharmaceutical 
Measures in the Treatment of Chronic 
Rhinosinusitis 
Project Chair: Or. Maire Blankenship 
Heather D. Patterson 
Women's Knowledge of Osteoporosis 
Project Chair: Dr. Cathy Abell 
Samantha R. Polston 
Epinephrine Auto-Injectors Knowledge 
Among Girl Scout Troop Leaders 
Project Chair: Dr. Maire Blankenship 
Kaitlyn A. Prince 
Evaluating the Impact of an Educational 
Intervention on Parenc Knowledge and 
Attitudes of Sun Safety for their Children 
Project Chair: Dr. Maire Blankenship 
Lauren E. Read 
Respiratory Virus Transmission and 
Prevention Education/or Child Care 
Employees 
Project Chair: Dr. M. Laurie Branstetter 
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Jessica A. Riley 
Examining Amish Knowledge and 
Attitudes Toward Car111abidiol Using the 
Health Belief Model 
Project Chair: Dr. M. Laurie Brans1e1ter 
Amanda J. Seegmiller 
Perceptions of Long-Term Care 
Administrative Staff Regarding Virtual 
Fish Tanks as a Resident Intervention 
Project Chair: Or. Cathy Abell 
Abbey L. Stone 
Nurses' Perceptions of Cannabidiol Oil Use 
for Treatment of Chronic Pain 
Project Chair: Dr. Eve Main 
Deanna £. Tarter 
LPN Knowledge of Chronic Kidney Disease 
and Dietary Marwgement 
Project Chair: Dr. r:ve Main 
Leanne S. Tooley 
Evaluating Phosphorus-Based Educational 
Material for Patients Receiving 
Hemodialysis 
Project Chair: Dr. Cathy Abell 
Jessica N. Wallen 
Knowledge and Awareness of Prediabetes 
Among Rural School Teachers in Kentucky 
Project Chair: Or. Eve Main 
Tamarah D. Yardley 
Reactance to Cigarette Packaging Graphic 
and Text Warnings in Direct Care 
Employees 
Project Chair: Dr. Eve Main 
Sarah C. Webb 
The Relationship Between a Supportive 
Work Safety Climate and Occupational 
Injuries in the Manufacturing Industry 
Project Chair: Dr. Eve Main 
l 
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Crystal Nicole Ramirez Adamos 
The Reliability of an Inertial Semor 
System in Measuring the Timed-Up-and-
Go Test in a Healthy, Elderly Population 
Project Chair: Dr . Sonia Young 
Br ian G. Arnold 
Two Dimensional versus Three-
Dimensional Visual Analysis of Knee 
Valgus cluring Activity: A Critically 
Appraised Topic 
Project Chairs: Or. Beth Norris and 
Dr. Michael Kennedy 
Taylor Michelle Berglund 
The Effects of Dry Needling on 
Cervicogenic Headaches 
Project Chair: Dr. David Bell 
Anthony Dylan Boone 
Two Dimensional versus Three-
Dimensional Visual Analysis of Knee 
Valgus during Activity: A Critically 
Appraised Topic 
Project Chairs: Dr. BeU1 Norris and 
Dr. Michael Kennedy 
Madison Taylor Boone 
Using Virtual Reality to improve Balance 
in Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: 
A Critically Appraised Topic; Using 
Virtual Reality to Improve Coordination 
in Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: A 
Cricically Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Dr . Sonia Young 
Jacey Shaye Borden 
inclusion of Dry Needling in Enlry-Level 
Physical Therapist Education 
Project Chairs: Or. David Bell and 
Dr, Kurt Neelly 
Alexander Clay Bradley 
The Reliability of an Inertial Sensor 
System in Measuring the Timed-Up-and-
Go Test in a Healthy, Elderly Population 
Project Chair: Or. Sonia Young 
Andrea Paige Carnes 
The Effects of Dry Neeclling 011 
Cervicogenic Headaches 
Project Chair: Or. David Bell 
Josh Dowden 
Reliability of Visual Analysis of 
Knee Valgus during Activity: 
A Crilically Appraised Topic 
Project Chairs: Dr. Michael Kennedy and 
Dr. Belh Norris 
Joshua Quinn Dunn 
Using Virtual Reality to Improve Balance 
in Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: A 
Critically Appraisecl Topic; Using Virtual 
Reality to Improve Coordination in 
Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: 
A Critically Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Or. Sonia Young 
Katie Johnson Gray 
Is Helmet Therapy More Effective than 
Reposition Therapy in Reducing Cranial 
A,symmetly of Infants with Positional 
Plagiocephaly? A Critically Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Dr. Karen Furgal 
Julie Beth Grimes 
Inclusion of Dry Needling in Entry-Level 
Physical Therapist Education 
Project Chairs: Dr. David Bell and 
Dr. Kurt Neelly 
Emily Michelle Lizak 
Inclusion of Dry Needling in Ently-Level 
Physical Therapist Education 
Project Chairs: Dr. David Bell and 
Dr. Kurt Neelly 
Alyssa M. Loshinsk.ie 
Inclusion of D,y Needling in Entry-Level 
Physical Therapist Education 
Project Chairs: Dr. David Bell and 
Dr. Kurt Neelly 
Samantha R. May 
The Effects of Dry Needling 011 
Cervicogenic Headaches 
Project Chair: Dr. David Bell 
Chanda H. McLellan 
The Reliability ofpn Inertial Sensor System 
in Measuring the Timed-Up-and-Go Test in 
a Healthy, Elderly Population 
Project Chair: Dr. Sonia Young 
Sabrina Kristine Moll 
Using Virtual Reality to Improve Balance 
in Individuals witf! Parkinson's Disease: A 
Critically Appraised Topic; Using Virtual 
Reality to Improve Coordination in 
Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: 
A Critically Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Dr. Sonia Young 
George Alexander Phelps 
Reliability of Visual Analysis of Knee 
Valgus during Activity: 
A Critically Appraised Topic 
Project Chairs: Dr. Michael Kennedy and 
Dr. Beth Norris 
Margaret Kather ine Raleigh 
ls Helmet Therapy More Effective than 
Reposition Therapy in Reducing Cranial 
Asymmetry of Infants with Positional 
Plagiocephaly? A Critically Appraised 
Topic 
Project Chair: Dr. Karen Furgal 
Madjson Mckenzie Rich 
The Effects of Dry Needling on 
Cervicogenic Headaches 
Project Chair: Dr. David Bell 
Lauren Ashley Riddell 
Correlation of Tummy Time and 
Plagiocephaly: A Critically 
Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Dr. Karen Furgal 
Brandon Lee Samuels 
The Reliability of an Inertial Sensor 
System in Measuring the Timecl-Up-and-
Go Tesc in a Healthy, Elderly Population 
Project Chair: Dr. Sonia Young 
Jonathan G Ullrich 
Inclusion of Dry Needling in Entry-Level 
Physical Therapist Education 
Project Chairs: Or. David Bell and 
Dr. Kurt Neelly 
Martin Edward Urbaniak 
The Reliability of an Inertial Sensor 
System in Measuring the Timed-Up-and-
Go Test in a Healthy, Elderly Population 
Project Chair: Dr. Sonia Young 
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THI:RAPY 
Charli Alexandra Vaden 
Correlation of Tummy Time and 
Plagiocephaly: A Crit ically 
Appraised Topic 
Project Chair: Dr. Karen Furgal 
Logan Mitchell Wagler 
The Effects of Dry Needling on 
Cervicogenic Headaches 
Project Chair: Dr. David Bell 
MASTER OF HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION 
Health Administration 
Kim berlee J. Alexander 
Tia N. Allen 
Cynthia M. Araya 
Maleah J. Boisture 
Chandis R. Burus 
Travis C. Callihan 
Adam A. Diaz 
Jarrod D. Dotson 
Bala Aditya Golukonda 
Hannah M. Kaltenbach 
Meredith E. Lindsey 
William K. Meyer 
Pamela s. Ryan 
Shawnice E. Whitfield 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Public Health 
Olubusola 0. Fowora 
Kayla D. Gibson 
Megan L. Hewitt 
Chantal C. Izaguirre 
Tawinderjit Kaur 
Emily A. Kilham 
April N. Meads 
Marcus V. Payton 
Laura Ross 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Child & Family Studies 
Victoria Beaty 
Marissa F. Matthews 
Reyna C. Pena 
Quineisha R. Pittman 
Zachary D. Wilson 
Usi11g Virtual Reality co Improve Bala11ce 
in Individuals with Parkinson's Disease: A 
Critically Appraised Topic; Usi11g Virtual 
Reality to I mprove Coordination in 
individuals with Parkinson's Disease: 
A Critically Appraised Topic 
Pr oject Chair: Dr. Sonia Young 
Environmental & Richard R. Gann 
Occupational Health Olivia G. Goff 
Science Aaron W. Harris 
Bridjunnie Garnett Keenan Havey 
Mounika Nandu Marc Hsu 
Zankhana V. Patel Ahunuar Huerta 
Amaan Rushdi Nicholas A. Hughes 
Madhuri Kancharakuntla Canon P. Jackson 
Samson Luke W. Jean 
Joel A. Skipworth Margie J. Johnson 
Caroline P. Thomas Kyle Kuehn 
Kevin A. Lambert 
Kinesiology Marcelis D. Logan 
Angela M. Dolan Kennedy J. Mang 
Cathryn Duchette • Alexis K. Matthews 
Ariel S. Tomes Samuel F. McElreath 
Anna T. Young 
Using Virtual Reality to Improve Balance 
in I ndividuals with Parki11so11's D isease: A 
Critical ly Appraised Topic; Using Virtual 
Reality to Improve Coordination in 
I11dividuals wich Parkinson's Disease: 
A Critical ly Appraised Topic 
Project Chair : Or. Sonia Young 
Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Bri ttany C. Adams 
Mckenzie F. Ball 
Kaitlyn E. Barnes 
Jada Barton 
Erin ly M. Belcher 
Madison B. Blair 
Kimberly C. Blakley 
Olivia M. Both 
Heather M. Brown 
Jennipher L. Burnett 
MaKayla D. Castle 
Anthea C. Charlemagne 
Katherine B. Church 
Lyndsey E. Clairday 
Logan M. Wisema n Francisco Medrano, Jr. Elliot R. Couch 
Shayna Meisenheimer Angela S. Cox 
Recreation & Sport Kristopher K. Mey Bennett L. Crawford 
Administration Madison J. Muschinske Cadence N. Dawson 
Bradley M. Atwell Jared w. Nash Allyson L. Decker 
Samuel w. Barnett DougJas J. Paccione Ellen E. Engle 
Alberto J. Benavides Curtis D. Pelston Liza G. Frisque 
Tandon M. Berry Michael J. Petty Kelly A. Frost 
Cooper J. Besougloff Samuel Cedran Dutra Annika D. Gabbard 
Tracy B. Brown Pisciotta Jessica N. Garcia 
Maurice C. Calhoun, Jr. ReAnna L. Rice Jinny Garton 
Paige K. Carter Emmalee C. Richeson Tanya Gearheart 
Seth C. Cook Hannah V. Shaffer KenziE.Gound 
Ta'Corian D. Darden Tanner C. Smith, TCS Alexandra D. Groveman 
Sir Larre L. Dolberry, II Jennifer L. Smith Halie M. Gunderson 
Darrian N. Dorrough Malik K. Staples Tova Hess 
Sheldon R. Dossett Karlie R. Stefanik Mackenzie A. Hickey 
JaeLynn K. Ellison Marley A. Wa llace Laura A. Hobbie 
Rondarius M. Etter Ty C. Ward Korbin R. Holloman 
Larry Fitzgerald Kelsey N. Wezel Jennifer A. Holmes 
Anthony D. Frank Corey A. White Jill M. Hord 
Antonio Gallop Mack E. Williams, Jr. Ashley A. Hulsman 
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Haleigh J. Hunt Makenzie Z. Mizell Nicole Taylor Haleigh F. Harris• *** 
Lauren R. Jacobi Christina M. Pellman Jon R. Thompson Ifrah r. Hashi** 
Valerie M. Jones Ray James M. Turner Rayna M. Jozwiak*** 
Michelle 0. Jones MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK Austin B. Weiler Kaitlyn E. Lee• ** 
Alisyn R. Kandybowicz Social Work Tonya L. White Mattalyn L. Lindsey* 
Tiara Kenney Mailj R. Barr Holly L. Yates Alexis K. Payne* 
Mariel J. Kise Christy L. Bartley Cher L. Youngblood Elizabeth G. Perryman*** 
Sofia Krivyak Lauren A. Berry Victoria L. Clark Maggie L. Phelps** 
Alexis V. Kumrow Victoria V. Bilyeu Olivia T. Potts*** 
MaryCatherine L. Latta Kristina M. Black BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Railey L. Rosado 
Esther Lever Kimberly S. Bratton Communication Disorder s Mia F. Sadler* 
Rachel S. Mendoza Lauren M. Brown Keilee L. Brown* Patsy M. Smallwood 
Victoria C. Mings Shelby A. Buechlein Erin R. Collins*** Shakota H. Tritz** 
Carlin J. Nicholson Lauren E. Burnett Emily G. Cox** Jessica F. Vaught*** 
Rachel A. Nickel Whitney R. Byler Sarah K. Crispell*** Mary C. Walther•• 
Hannah P. Perdew Camryn E. Cater Ashley N. Crockett*** 
Hannah Pr idemore Ashley B. Cole Adison E. Denu*** Environmental & 
Callie M . Revilla Kimberly A. Davidson Haley N. Doerr***' Occupational H ealth 
Alexa K. Rich Tremekia A. Demumbrum Alexandra A. Geoghegan*** Science 
Rachel E. Rogan Lauren E. Dorris Natalie R. Grantz*** Lindsey R. Greene• • 
Rachel Rosskamm Kayla 8. Ertle Courtney R. Hale*** Kari L. Hogan* 
Venissa J. Scott Adaline L. !:stay Sarah E. Harne• *** Rebecca P. McDonald** 
Sailakshmi Sekar Jessica f. Foster Kristen R. Hayes** Scott M. Minton 
Christine M. Shaffer Kelly R. Foust Chandler A. Hendren** Taylor D. Price 
Danielle Sheridan Callie B. Fuller Kaela J. Howard** 
Kailyn R. Smith Cristina M. Garafola Olivia G. Jones*** Exercise Science 
Renate E. Smith Krislin D. Gray Skylynn C. Jones Nicole M. J\Jderisio*** 
Serena E. Smith Jennifer L. Gregory Elizabeth G. Loy*** Erin E. Bailey 
Teresa L. Smith Rebecca P. Hamm Savannah C. Mccutchan• ** Tyson C. Bettis 
Meghan C. Strom Sarah E. Heltsley Mariah D. Moore** Tally G. Bishop 
Kathryn B. Thomas Christy L. Hinton Carlee J. Nunn*** Caylie P. Blair* 
Leia Thomas James J. Hubbard Ashley N. Reichwein** Taylor M. Boulier• ** 
Hannah L. Tollett Jennifer N. Hummel Madelyn E. Richman*** Hannah K. Bradshaw 
Anna C. Underwood Kelsey A. lannitello Victoria E. Ricks** RachelN. Bragg• ••• 
Victoria L. Valley Cassidy L. Jewell Bryana K. Rogers*** Austin E. Brown 
Heather L. Wadsworth Shawn R. Johnson Ali M. Shaw** Tristen P. Bryant-Otake 
Megan A. Weinzapfel Priscilla K. Lee Cora E. Spiller*** Sierra C. Combs* 
Chaya S. Weiss MaKayla Lewis Olivia M. Thomas*** Ryan K. Cottrell 
Lauren P. Wethington Alexandra E. Luther Olivia C. Warren** Alex T. Crenshaw 
Haley 8. Wheeler Lauren G. Marr Drew R. Weber• ••• Rebekkah H. Davis* 
Amber E. Whobrey Robbie E. McGehee Madison B. White• *** Tristan E. Dunlap 
Nicole Lynn Wilkey Courtney R. Meador Anna C. Wright• ••• Makenzie ) . Ellis* 
Anna M. Wilkins Emilee K. Nealy Garrett C. Evans 
Kelli L. Williamson Leticia Ify Ofili Deneal Hygiene Sara E. FurgaJ* 
Jessica B. Withrow-Lafferty David J. Parra Alison Alloy Alexia I. Galanos*** 
Regan A. Woodcock Claire N. Parsons Lisa Alvarez Diana N. Gibbs 
Robin Woods Sarah M. Perkins Caitlyn N. Anderson** Donathan B. Gibson*** 
Catherine C. Prater Madison N. Baker*** Jared A. Golden** 
MASTER OF SCIENCE Nicole M . Reynolds Lauren S. Booth • *** Brendan C. Gonzalez* 
' IN NURSING Allison M. Scarbrough ; Callie E. Butler** Courtney N. Gossett 
N ursing Sarah J. Schlich Sydney L. Carroll** Kennedi M . Hayes 
Donald L. Allen, Jr. Jamie L. Schultz Macy K. Childress** Rex T. Henderson* 
Joseph R. Bowlds Callie E. Smith Ciera F. Comer ** Julia E. Hopkins 
Kristen R. Fugate Timothy Smith Syd ney T. Crum** Brady R. Ingram** 
Albert B. Kamara, Jr. Sa'Dreaka J. Stewart Alexis D. Gregory*** Avery E. Jacobsen 
Hannah R. Kinslow Emma C. Stutz Cassidy R. Hale* Nolan K. Johnson* 
Rebecca E. Lindsay Kelsey M. Taylor Kelsey E. Haller*** Breanne E. Keith 
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Sara B. Kerr Jasmine V. Welch Emina Udovic Angelica R. Morrison Interior Design Recreation Administra tion Aaliyah S. Hawkins Leah M. Chaney 
Victoria D. Kidd Jakayla J. Williams Rebecca L. Vale Amanda J. Mueller & Fashion Merchandis ing Jordan T. Amis* Grant T. Helm** Abigail E. Chappell** 
Bryndon w. Labhart* Mallory L. Wright Santina M . Warthen Chloe A. Oakley Nouf Alamri*** Seth W. Birdwell Clint £. Hoehler** Skylar L. Chappeu+** 
Jack A. Lambert Abagayle L. Wright** Felicia M. Wesseh John H . Provost, III* Omniyah A. Alsaeed Kearra R. Boone Dechanel M. Irving Meredith M. Cherry■** 
Daviyelle L. Lee Cambron J. Wessel*** Cheryl Rogers Rachel N. Armes** Spencer D. Brown Kyle A. Jackson* Catherine E. Colovos** 
Makayla B. Mack• *** Health Care Austin T. Work* Amanda L. Sams Victoria A. Bell*** Reginald Coleman Antwan S. Kincade lverem Colvin 
Meghan J. Malone Adminis tration Marrisa s. Youravich Saylor E. Sandlin*** Emma G. Bingham* Austin D. Crabtree Chase 0. Landrum Bailey D. Copas• 
Alexis M. Miller Sura M. Alaa• Youssuf H. Youssuf Jennifer L. Sawyer** Madalyn G. Brashear• Austin T. Daniel* James Lanham Jared C. Corbett 
Abigail L. Minnicks* Ruba A. Alahdal Avrey B. Skillern•• Rachel G. Bullock** Alexis S. Edwards Alexander J. Lanham*** Kayla M. Cox* 
Sarah N. MitchelJ*** Majed Alanazi Health Information Gabrielle C. Sledge■*** Ta'Myha C. Calloway Dalton S. Harjes Nicholas G. Larry Payton E. Crace 
Brooke E. Novak""" Hamed R. Alharbi Management Summer E. Sparks** Hannah L. Chalfant*** Deangelo M. Malone Olivia N. Lopez Kaitlynn E. Craig• *"' 
Shelby£. Nunn** Hamed R. Alharbi Ayoola 0. Ayeni* Natalie K. Stacy Chloe N. Chandler Tatum 0 . McClure Anthony J. Mathis, II Andrew M. Crask 
Madison N. Pawley*" Majed J. AJjasir" Va lerie Bellamy RaeAnn L. Stafford*** Gracie L. Deel*** Shelby L. McWilliams** Bryce D. McCoy Elizabeth H. Cravens** 
Noah H. Pillow Salem S. Alsubai Katherine N. Borders Madalyn M. Thompson* Tiara S. Dodge Lindsey B. Moore* Zachary A. Modrusic* Alysha M. Crowder* 
Anthony N. Polite, Jr . Elizabeth G. Anderson Jermonica Garner Mallory P. Thompson*** Sara M. Dunbar William £ . Naylor Jakairi Moses Lindsay N. Curtis 
Mackenzie L. Polston** Afua B. Arkorful* Ashley D. Grim Arlanda N. Tyler Lauren B. Frederick* Orrin D. Payne Fatou Pouye* Mollie R. Daniel 
Allison L. Powers Erika M. Baechler Cynthia M. Manning Isaac Acosta Ugarte Mary A. Green Dana M. Payne• Matthew W. Pulford Lora L. Darnell• *** 
Haylee D. Rhinehart Marciano O. Bamgbose Keisjia M. Mitchell David G. Upton, Jr.*** Ashley L. Holloway Dailyn J. Tichenor Thomas M. Reynolds Saryn P. Davis* 
Richard P. Rice Ayanna M. Burrus-Cox Brianna J. Morris Dorian L. Vergara Bryanna J. Ingram Gaej M. Walker Summer R. Richmond* All ison L. Davis*" 
Autumn L. Riggs Jessi M. Carman* Anthony L. Thomas, Jr. Hope A. Watkins Ka thryn M. Karl** Lucas M. Walz* Timious Scott, Jr Grace E. Davis** 
Sydney E. Riley* Dennis D. Christensen Nicole L. Tinal Macie G. Woodward*** Brittany N. Lee Alexis S. Wilson Kaycee D. Scott*** Kendra L. Diehl* 
Jadier A. Rivera Kasey S. Cossitt Nicole L. Tinal Rebecca A. Word** Marisa M. Lindsay* Breana C. Shanklin John P. Dougherty, II* 
Natalie N. Sangalli*"' Macy E. Crawford Carlyn H. Williams Hunter L. Zuccarell*** Claudia 0. Matlock Sport Management James D. Shanley Lexie L. Duncan 
Jackson K. Sasse Michael C. DeNoia Anna K. Moeller Cameron W. Allen** Alijah V. Shaw Kelsie D. Edelen 
Ryan T. Shreve Alexander D. Dingle Hea lth Sciences Hospitality Management Katlyn M. Morris* Joseph K. Bailey Kendall B. Smith** Taylor P. Ernst* 
Daniel E. Smalling** Eleri S. Dye Journey A. Adams & Dietetics Shelby D. Palmer Jordan A. Baker William 8. Spalding April M. Eubank 
Spencer J. Smith Whitney S. Galyen Kelsey A. Aikey Kenlee G. Autry• *** Mallory A. Paquin** Brennan T. Barnett Anthony B. Stewart*•• Kelsey N. Everslage*** 
Jarod£. Stone Taylor A. Goodall Lisa D. Austin Mariah L. Baugh Shante E. Parker Brandon P. Bauer DeMarquez L. Trotter Kirbey P. Flora• *** 
Jordan A. Thomas* Amanda J. Ha rdesty* Alan J. Bearnson* Jessy Brennan** Kelcie M. Poteet* Mason C. Biggs* Tanner S. Turpin* Peyton A. Forberger 
Jamie A. Welin Kira A. Harman* Kathryn R. Bookout Carol-Lan R. Burleson* Hope E. Reed*** Devin J. Bishop Clay D. Withrow Kelsie D. Ford 
Kilah N. Wells Abby D. Hobbs Susana R. Caito Chloe E. Cecil** Ashley L. Robinson** Keilan E. Blanks Kayla D. Franklin* 
Macy A. White Blaire M. Katinic Brianna D. Carey Jillian T. Clark Madison N. Sennett** Riley C. Boyd BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Olivia C. Fritz 
Brooke A. Wise Clayton M. Kennedy** Lauren N. Cherry• Emma G. Defosset Stella J. Smain** Noah R. Bray IN NURSING Matthew W. Fultz 
Steven J. Witchoskey* Kyle G. King Sara K. Davis*** Cami J. Flowers Madison D. Thompson* Morgan E. Bridges*** Nursing Kaylea L. Garmon* 
Leslie M. Lee Amanda Devine Kennedy A. Geise Taylor B. Turner** Gunner ). Britton Arica K. Abell* Tijuana N. Gibson 
Family & Consumer Daniel J. Lin Kimberly R. Dishon* Renata Gonzalez Guzman* Kieren M. Ussery* Garret J. Browning Kenneth Abell* Anna M. Gibson** 
Sciences Savanna N. Martinez Brianna K. Douglas Hannah M. Hoerlein*** Alexis B. Walz Chandler T. Campbell Mary Margaret M. Abell** Donald B. Gilreath 
Kayla R. Barr Trisha B. Mason Olivia Edwards** Kaitlyn D. Marks Delaney R. Wilson* Bryson G. Canada Allison J. Acla William L. Gott 
Amy K. Blackford Victoria M. Mayo* Jacob L. Elder Hannah 0 . McClellan Jessie K. Wilson*** Jose R. Canchola Donald L. Allen, Jr.** Madeline K. Graham 
Shantay R. Blackman Mikayla B. Mee Tara R. Gaddie Kendra M . Mccloughan Benjamin D. Carpenter Molly R. Anderson* Emma K. Greenwood"* 
Bailey C. Brewer*** Olivia G. Miller Gavin R. Geralds* Fuad F. Nazlawi* Physical Education Richard P. Carwile*** Brittany G. Baker** Br ittany G. Greer 
Taryn J. Calloway Tiffany N. Miller* Chelsey S. Gordon Angel P. Newsome Megan A. Cannon*** JeffM. Ciocco Kiana J. Barrett Tori A. Gregory 
Kimberly M. Copeland*** Derika A. Moore* Darian P. Goss John P. Nichols Adam J. Manakee Gabriel R. Coleman-Logan Weslyn I. Bartholomai Sydnee N. Grimme 
Amanda L. Glenn Makenzie P. Murrell Baylee A. Hall Hannah L. Pearson Alexander R. Matthews** Devante J. Col ton Erynn N. Bergman** Austin Gullett 
Amber N. Haffley Hannah L. Nafziger**"' Laurel A. Hesseltine Arika L. Perry Tim D. Moore Alexander W. Crittenden Lindsey M. Bobb*** Addison J. Hall 
Wittney N. Hardin** Haley J. Nollner Austin D. Hoeft MaHayla R. Powers*** Matthew A. Phipps Jeffrey D. Crosley* Ch ristopher D. Bradley* Sarah N. Hamilton*** 
Alissa M. Harrington Louis a. Obata Sarah R. Hunt Alexis P. Puckett Elliot W. Spiller Michael B. Darrell-Hicks Christina M. Bragado** Ali G. Hampton 
Aubrey J. Hulsey Brianna M. Odom Emmalee C. Lawrence• *** Julie A. Scott Matthew C. Wallace James P. Del Vecchio** Kailey D. Brandon• Briley A. Hancock 
Katelyn J. Lewis* Yulissa Pacheco Ronjae M. Leachman Katherine S. Shunk Brian C. Denham Bailey R. Brant* Emily B. Hassler* 
Ashley N. Matthews Bethany B. Pedigo Kaleigh L. Lester Bailey N. Sloan* Public Health Matthew C. Embry Molly B. Brownfield Olivia N. Hastings** 
Sue A. McCandless*** Heather C. Penny Tarah L. Lewis*** Brooke V. Tackett* Saad Alyami Keely D. Ferguson Meredith A. Bruce** Shelby R. Hathaway 
Jamie L. Moor e Cassandra G. Rein Brooke L. Mahanna• *** Ma_w·y f. Gomez Tinoco Areej M. Falatah Riley P. Fitzgerald Carly E. Bruck Ashley B. Heibert* 
Rosemary J. Newkirk* Cara N. Royall Sadie D. McFadden Haley J. Titzer Roman C. Hacker, Jr.*** Samuel L. Forshee Michaela N. Buckner** Nicole C. Held** 
Emily P. Overton Dawn R. Rust Brandi A. Melschau Taylor M. Heffelnnger Taylor R. Gamble* Joshua T. Burris* Jaclyn G. Helton* 
Jaymi L. Robinson Lauren L. Smarko Ilmira G. Mirzayeva Ryan H. O'Connell Nicholas J. Giglio Kyndal M. Caldwell• Madeline S. Henson** 
Destiny N. Smith Morgan B. Stevenson Asia Z. Mitchell Hailey M. Vensel Makenzi V., Hamby Emily H. Cash Alyssa M. Heun*** 
Emily B. Toombs** Alexis B. Thomas Courmey A. Montgomery Kathryn A. Wimsetl Justin E. Harp** Jenny B. Casteel Halle M. Hockman** 
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Jessica N. Holloway Emmarie M. Polichetti BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Eric J. Hopf Kiersten M. Powell IN SOCIAL WORK 
Emma C. Hopf Emma S. Powell* Social Work 
Anna M. Hurd• ** Brittney R. Pryor Ashlyn E. Alvey 
Hailey E. Hutchison Sarah B. Qualle** Amber Ballard 
Kim L. Jackson Mindie R. Renteria Zoe M. Beasley 
Evelyn A. Jaggers**" Ciara N. Ridings Alyssa Bradley" 
Sierra J. Jenkins** Lexie M. Rohlman Aubrey L. Bridges 
Mariah P. Johnson** Carlos A. Romero Malika Briggs 
Madeleine E. Jones Shianna M. Russell Emily E. Brown 
Whitney S. Jones-Shaw Austin S. Salleng Jessica A. Brown 
Hallie E. Keehn Caleb A. Scholl Cameron A Burks 
Angela N. Keen Kayley L. Scruggs Bryanne L. Butrum** 
Amy N. Khamvongsa Alexandria L. Seng** Sable L. Carroll*** 
Destiny N. Kinnard Emily A. Simons Donyale L. Carter 
Hannah R. Kinslow* Jack D. Simonson* Maria J. Castillo 
Amanda J. Kirton Ryan J. Skinner* Madaline B. Clark 
Ryan S. Lambert J amierann J. Smalls Allie R. Cook* 
Michael B. Lathrem Shante R. Smith Natalie L. Crane* 
Gabriela S. Lopez** Margaret M. Smith Sidney M. Dickhaus* 
Caroline G. Lorch Brittany C. Smith• *** Ashley R. Donnell 
Autumn C. Maness Emma K. Spalding Kimberly A Elliott* 
Anna K. Marksberry* Karie L. Storm Emiley P. Fallaway** 
Adelaide M. Martin Haylee E. Thomas• Jacquel ine M. Fauber 
Chloe G. Massengale*** Grace M. Thompson"' Sarah V. Gravil 
Matthew D. Mattingly Camryn J. Tilford* Courtney E. Gray** 
Celine V. McClain Caitlyn S. Trulock"** Andre T. Green" 
Kristina L. McDonald* Shaelyn 1-1. Tyler Daniella R. Guardado 
Alison M. McDowell Casey J. Vanmeter" Alaina N. Hallums** 
Gabrielle E. Meiman**" Sarah P. Vaughan* Kelsey S. Harris 
Za'Kia L. Miller Chloe G. Waggoner** Gidgett M. Hartless 
Dayhshia M. Miller Mallory J. Walker** Stacy G. Henderson"'* 
Elizabeth M. Minton Danielle M. Walker*** Benjamin K. Henry 
Makenzie Z. Mizell** Elaine A. Ward"* Keonte N. Henry 
Summer S. Moseley* Alexis S. Watkins** Kayli S. Himes** 
Caleb C. Moser Whitney A. Weddle** Lyla M. Hogue 
Lejla Mujcic Jacob C. Weems Cassidy L. Howard* 
Re M. Muncy Ariel P. Wells William N. Hughes* 
Haleigh E. Natcher*** Taylor M. West••• Shawnna E. Hunt• 
Shelby M. NelJums Lauren E. Whelan* William C. Hutchinson 
Bennett D. Nolan Mason A. Whistle* Mikayla F. Iler•• 
Taylor L. Nordhoff Nicholas C. White Dylan L. Isaacs 
Breanna T. O'Nan* Megan R. Williams Jeffery A. Ivey, Jr. 
Anna B. Oconnor Whitney N. Williams Camry T. Joiner 
Ashley N. Odom* Hope E. Williams Cassie L. Knott 
Kayla M. Olsen** Autumn N. Willyard Samuel v. Lambert*** 
Chloe A. Owen Makayla N. Wiseman• Emily K. Lindsey** 
Rachel 0. Patton• Reagan E. Wofford Alexis B. Madry 
Jia Pei Alexandra A. Worster* Makayla s. Maxey 
Selena S. Pena* Calli J. Young Laura E. Onstott** 
Leon A. Pendley Myah C. Young Emily J. Osmanski 
Sara B. Pennington* Caitlin T. Payne 
Leah B. Penticuff Emma N. Peercy 
lrion F. Peterson Caitlyn R. Pitcock* 
Shelby A. Phelps• Kathy M. Poe 
Parker D. Phelps*• Forrest J. Poole*** 
Tucker 0. Phelps** Garett W. Poole 
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Sylvia K. Price 
Elizabeth A. Raben 
Breanna J. Ragland 
Brianna L. Redeaux** 
BrookJynn T. Reynolds* 
Amanda K. Rice** 
Sofia L. Rodriguez 
Kahlee M. Ronna 
Jessica E. Rummage 
Karissa A. Sage** 
Samantha D. Saling 
Lauren E. Scipioni* 
Shelley R. Shields 
Taylor B. Simpson 
Emma C. Smith 
Venus M. Smith** 
Katelyn M. Stamm* 
Abigail K. Starks 
Abigail D. Threet* 
Jahaira Valero 
Danielle M. Waild 
Hilary £. Watkins 
Da'Kai T. Wharton 
Adreonna D. Willis 
Megan M. Wood** 
Kelsey L. Yates" 
Antonia B. Young 




Carl C. Marsh 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Educat ion 
Kelsey L. Peyton 
Maelie J. Stovall++ 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING 
Nursing 
Christopher L. Adams 
Ashley Anderson 
Stephanie L. Babcock 
Madelyn Barnes 
Sheonna F. Bartley 
Courtney N. Boal 
Shelby R. Boyd 
Jessica M. Bradshaw 
Jackie D. Bullard 
Ja~kson R. Burch 
Denise D. Clark 
Kalin R. Cline 
Brittany N. Collins 
Leslie N. Cravens 
Kirstin Crocco 
Tommy V. Davis 
Alyssa K. Dillard 
Sheridan R. Dishman 
Crystal M. Dodd 
April J. Dodson 
Glenda T. Dotson 
Victoria Dye 
Jacqui Fontes 
Amber B. Gibson 
Emma R. Greene 
Sequoya A. Greer 
Kellsey A. HalJ 
Melanie B. Hall 
Brooke E. Hayes 
Melissa A. Hayse 
Brandy S. Hill 
Amy P. Hilt 
Connor E. Hoback 
Lorenta L. Hogue 
Naomi R. Hood 
Jeanne Jacobs 
Jessica E. Jenkins 
Jehyeok Jeong 
Matthew L. Johnson 
Mindy Johnson 
Bailey Jones 
Lacey M. Langford 
Jennifer M. Leach 
Shananni L. Leard 
Brittany C. Lovett 
Christina R. Maki 
Christen L. Manhart 
Holly R. Marsh 
Rachel L. McClure 
Seth J. McMasters 
Julie N. Melton 
Sierra J. Naylor 
Cole T. Peavler 
Shalane L. Ragsdale 
Morgan A. Richardson 
Markeita D. Robertson 
Jennifer L. Schultz 
Connie J. Scott 
Brandy M. Shedd 
Tessa L. Shepherd 
Kirstie B. Shutes 
Brittany E. Smith 
Kyndall M. Smith 
Tammy J. Smith 
Alison T. Stephens 
Joshua D. Stepp+ 
Stacey Taylor 
Carol L. Taylor 
Isaac Taylor 
Abbigail G. Walker 
Deonesha R. Waters 
Drew J. Wayman 
Jessica Wilkerson 
Tiffany L. Wilkins 
Morgan P. Willis 
Heather J. Wilson 
Jordan Young 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
Dental Hygiene 
Cla.ire E. Stinson+ 
Bryanna M. Stoots++ 
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The Star-Spangled Banner 
Francis Scott Key, 1814 
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight 
O'er the ramparts we watch'd were so gallantly streaming 
And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air 
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there 
Oh, say, does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave 
My Old Kentucky Home 
Stephen C. Foster, 1853 
The sun shines bright in the old Kentucky home 
'Tis summer the people are gay 
The corntop's ripe and the meadow's in the bloom 
While the birds make music all the day 
The young folks roll on the little cabin floor 
All merry, and happy and bright 
By'n by hard times come a knocking at the door 
Then my old Kentucky home, good night 
Weep no more my lady, 0 weep no more today 
We will sing one song for the old Kentucky home 
For the old Kentucky home far away 
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College Heights 
Mary F. Bradley, 1930 
Verse One 
College Heigh ts on hilltop fair with beauty all thine own, 
Lovely jewel far more rare than graces any throne. 
College Heights, We hail Thee. 
We shall never fail Thee. 
Falter never, live forever 
Hail! Hail! Hail! 
Verse Two 
College Heights with living soul and purpose strong and 
true, 
Service ever is thy goal, thy Spirit ever new. 
College Heights, We hail Thee. 
We shall never fail Thee. 
Falter never, live forever 
Hail! Hail! Hail! 
Verse Three 
College Heights thy noble life shall e'er our pattern be, 
Teaching us through joy and strife to love h umanity. 
College Heights, We hail Thee. 
We shall never fail Thee. 
Falter never, live forever 
Hail! Hail! Hail! 
Be more than a fan. Be a member of the WKU Alumni Association. 
All WKU alumni share the deep bond of the WKU experience. The WKU Alumni Association encourages you to continue 
to develop strong ties with one another and the University through an engaging mix of programs and activit ies. 
Membership Makes It H appen! 
The vital·ty of the Alumni Association depends on support from alumni like you. Membership 1s the driving force that al lows the Alumni Association 
to provide the resources, programs and activities that keep the WKU family engaged with the University. 
Alumni Association programs include: 
Young Alumni r vent , Homecoming 
Topper Tailgates 
Regional Chapter Activities 





I lall of Distinguished Alumni Hilltoppers@ Work 
In appreciation, members of the Alumni Association receive membership rewards and benefits including: 
Special recogn1!ion at WKU functions 
Member giveaway, at Alumni Association events 
Discounts to select A umni Association events 
Member-only e-news et ter, "TOPScoop" 
Invita tions to WKU Alumn Association special events and program~ 
Discounts at The WKU Store, on line and in-store 
Member Savings Program Discou11ts di locat ions Nationwide 
Alumni Association membership decal 
Volunteer opportunities include: 
Alumni Association National Board of Directors 
Alumni Ambassador Program 
Alumni Interest Groups 
'Jew WKU Alumni Connection mobile app 
WKU Spirit Magazine printed editions 
Discounted annua membership fees at the Raymond 13. Preston Health 
and Activit ies Center 
WKU L;branes borrowing privilege, 
Pr ide 1n providing support that makes all the programs and services of 
the Alumni Association possible 
Plus much morel 
A1umni Chapters 
Young Alumni Council 
Learn more about the WKU Alumni Association and join now. It's an easy way to stay connected to~-
al~mni. wku.edu/ join 
292 Alumni Avenue I Bowling Green, KY 42101 I alumni.wku.edu I 888-WKU-ALUM I alumni@wku.edu 
FIND us ON SOCIAL MEDIA: WKU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION O O O 9 e 
Western Kentucky University 
1906 College Heights Blvd. 
Bowling Green, Ky 42101 
